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Tiivistelmä – Referat – Abstract
Internetin kielen tutkimus on lisääntynyt voimakkaasti viime vuosina, mutta internetgenret ovat silti edelleen laajalti tutkimattomia. 
Vaikka sosiaalisen median alustat kuten Twitter ja Facebook ovat saaneet jonkin verran huomiota, monet sivustot ja näkökulmat 
ovat vielä käymättä läpi.
Tutkin  pro  gradussani  Redditin  sisäistä  rekisterivaihtelua  käyttämällä  Douglas  Biberin  kehittämää  multidimensionaalista 
menetelmää.  Tavoitteenani  on arvioida Biberin menetelmän soveltuvuutta Redditin  rekisteritutkimuksen välineenä ja  selvittää, 
millaisia rekisterivaihtelun ulottuvuuksia Redditissä on.
Rekisterillä tarkoitetaan Biberin määritelmän mukaisesti  tilanteen vaatimusten perusteella valittua kielen varieteettia.  Tilanteen 
vaatimuksiin sisältyvät mm. tekstin tarkoitus, vuorovaikutteisuus, olosuhteet tai osanottajien välinen suhde.
Douglas  Biberin  multidimensionaalinen  menetelmä  on  määrällis-laadullinen  tapa  tutkia  tekstikorpuksen  sisällä  tekstien  välillä 
esiintyvää  rekisterivaihtelua.  Kustakin  tekstistä  lasketaan  esiintymistaajuudet  suurelle  määrälle  kielenpiirteitä.  Tämän  jälkeen 
tilastollisia  menetelmiä  (tarkemmin  sanottuna  faktorianalyysiä)  käyttämällä  löydetään  piirteitä,  joiden  taajuudet  kasvavat  ja 
pienenevät yhdessä. Tällaisilla yhteen kuuluvilla piirteillä tulkitaan olevan yhteinen kommunikatiivinen funktio eli kommunikatiivinen 
syy, jonka vuoksi niillä on tapana esiintyä yhdessä, ja niiden määrässä havaittavien muutosten katsotaan ilmentävän tekstien 
erilaista sijoittumista piirreryhmien taustalla  olevilla  rekisteriulottuvuuksilla.  Näin löydetyt  rekisteriulottuvuudet  nimetään lopuksi 
niiden kommunikatiivisten funktioiden mukaan.
Reddit on pääasiassa englanninkielinen sosiaalisen median sivusto, joka koostuu tuhansista niin kutsutuista subredditeistä. Kuka 
tahansa voi perustaa uuden subredditin, joten Redditin subredditit käsittelevät kaikkia kuviteltavissa olevia aiheita ja teemoja eri  
näkökulmista.  Käsittelen  tutkimuksessani  37  subredditiä,  joista  keräsin  itse  kirjoittamallani  tietokoneohjelmalla  automaattisesti  
viestejä  ja  niiden  kommentit  yhden  kuukauden  aikana  kesäkuussa  2015.  Keräämäni  aineisto  sisältää  34  402  viestiä 
kommentteineen.  Pääasiassa keskityin  kuitenkin  viesteihin,  joiden kokonaissanamäärä oli  400 tai  suurempi.  Tällaisia  viestejä 
aineistossani on 10 594 kappaletta, ja niiden yhteissanamäärä on lähes 17,5 miljoonaa sanaa.
Tutkimukseni perusteella tutkimissani subredditeissä on kolme yleistä rekisteriulottuvuutta, joilla viestit liikkuvat: “henkilöfokus tai  
faktuaalinen fokus”,  “informatiivinen tai  osallistuva tyyli”  ja “nykyhetken abstrakti  tai  menneen ajan narratiivinen fokus”.  Näistä  
ainakin toinen ja kolmas ulottuvuus vastaavat hyvin Douglas Biberin myöhemmin esittämiä universaaleja rekisteriulottuvuuksia. 
Multidimensionaalinen  menetelmä  soveltuu  Redditin  (ja  siten  mahdollisesti  muunkin  sosiaalisen  median)  rekisteritutkimuksen 
välineeksi, mutta hienojakoisempi rekisterivaihtelun tarkastelu vaatinee menetelmän edelleen kehittelyä, sillä esimerkiksi yksittäisiä 
kommentteja tarkastellessa tekstin lyhyys tekee normalisoiduista taajuuksista nopeasti merkityksettömiä.
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41. Introduction
Over the last two decades, the internet has dramatically changed the nature of communication at an ever-accelerating pace. On the web, new genres and text types are created and become widespread. These include, but are not limited to, things such as personal blogs, informational blogs, discussion forums, how-to and instruction websites, and encyclopedia articles (such as Wikipedia), but also various other kinds of content (see e.g. Biber & Egbert forthcoming). These new genres  naturally  effect  new  ranges  of  registers  as  their  users  navigate  the production circumstances of the web environment and become increasingly well versed in what is and what is not the easiest or most proper way to write in a certain web context.Social media in particular is a new way of communicating made possible only by the  global  interconnected network which is  the internet.  Using social  media,  people are more and more in contact  with each other every waking hour of every day through these computer-mediated communication channels using not only computers but also various different mobile devices such as smartphones and tablets. Therefore these people are naturally also more and more in contact with the language used on social media. As the influence of social media keeps increasing,  the  intake  of  the  language  of  social  media  increases,  and consequently the language of social  media plays an increasingly large role in society.The traditional non-internet "offline" genres have been extensively studied ever since the beginning of  linguistics  and before,  but the new internet and web-based  genres  have  been  relatively  unstudied  despite  their  over  decade-long existence  and  development.  Still,  some  work  on  them  has  been  done,  and scholarly interest in them and the field of computer-mediated communication in general has been steadily increasing (see e.g. Biber et al. 2015, Jonsson 2015, 
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among many others). This increasing interest has also led to the creation of huge corpora of internet language, such as the Corpus of Global Web-Based English (GloWbE),  UKWaC  and  EnTenTen.  However,  according  to  Douglas  Biber  and James Egbert (forthcoming), even so we still "know surprisingly little at present about the full range of registers found on the web, and the patterns of linguistic variation among those registers".Social media websites and services in particular have been largely unstudied. While the largest, most well-known social  media platforms such as Facebook and Twitter have been something of a focus for some linguists in recent years (see e.g. Huang et al. 2015), we are nowhere close to having covered even these two giants, let alone smaller and less-known social media platforms, from every possible linguistic point of view. To make matters worse, many of the internet "megacorpora"  do  not  contain  postings  from  social  media  sites  or  internet forums, which further contributes to these social aspects of the internet being ignored in many linguistic studies of the web. There must be many interesting, new linguistic phenomena in social media which have not yet been described adequately, or at all.In the present study, I aim to scratch a little more the surface of the linguistics of social media. I will be doing this by looking at a certain social media platform, Reddit. Reddit is a social media website which could perhaps be best described as  a  hybrid  between a  link  aggregator  and  a  discussion forum.  Every  social media has its peculiar features which make it unique compared to other social  media. The most defining unique feature for Reddit is arguably the fact that it is  made up of thousands upon thousands of so-called "subreddits", started and run by the users themselves, all of which have different focuses covering virtually every imaginable topic (and some which cannot even be imagined). Due to the huge amount of subreddits on Reddit, and the different topics and focuses of all the  different  subreddits,  there  is  a  good reason to  believe  that  the  language usage tendencies also differ from subreddit to another.
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2. Methods
Since registers are "situationally defined varieties" (Biber 1995: 7), that is, the users of language decide the kind of register they are going to use based on,  among  other  things,  the  purpose,  circumstances  and  social  context  of  the language use, register differences between the texts in a corpus tell us a great deal  about  the  texts  in  question  and  the  corpus  as  a  whole.  By  finding  the dimensions along which the registers used on Reddit move, it is possible to get a good  overview  of  what  kinds  of  concerns  are  important  when  Reddit  users decide how to write their posts and comments on Reddit. Choice of register is something very fundamental to all language use, and therefore understanding the  register  variation on Reddit  is  fundamental  to  understanding the  overall  variation of text production concerns on Reddit.
2.1 The multi-dimensional method
In order to study the register variation on Reddit,  the present study uses the 
multi-dimensional method, a quantitative-qualitative approach for defining and comparing the registers used in a corpus of  texts  by extracting a number of 
dimensions of register variation based on the varying relative frequencies of a number of core lexico-grammatical features.The multi-dimensional method was pioneered by Douglas Biber, most notably in his Variation across speech and writing (Biber 1988). In this seminal book, Biber describes  the  method,  and uses  it  to  extract  the  following six  dimensions of register variation taking into consideration 23 spoken and written genres:1. Involved vs. Informational Production2. Narrative vs. Non-Narrative Concerns3. Explicit vs. Situation-Dependent Reference4. Overt Expression of Persuasion5. Abstract vs. Non-Abstract Information
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6. On-Line Informational ElaborationOf these six register dimensions, the first five dimensions are the most salient; the sixth one is more difficult to detect and define. In much of his later work using  the  multi-dimensional  method,  Biber  only  refers  to  the  first  five dimensions (cf. e.g. Biber 2014).After Biber's original study, the method has been applied by Biber himself as well as other scholars in various forms to a wide range of genres and topics,  from creating a textual typology of English (Biber 1989), analyzing 18th century writers' styles (Biber & Finegan 1994) or registers in academia (e.g. Biber 2003) to studying gender roles in the television show Star Trek (Rey 2001). The wide applicability of the method for exploring register variation is further illustrated by  article  collections  such  as  Variation  in  English:  Multi-Dimensional  Studies (Conrad & Biber 2001).The method has also been used for studying, classifying and typologizing the language of the internet (see e.g. Biber & Kurjian 2007, Biber et al. 2015, Titak & Robertson 2013).  Biber  and Egbert  (forthcoming)  use  the  multi-dimensional method to study register variation between various web genres by analyzing a corpus of web texts extracted from the GloWbE corpus of web-based English. However, "[r]ather than beginning with a set of registers that are assumed to be interesting" (as most studies, including the present study, do), they attempt to "construct a representative random sample of the entire searchable web" (Biber & Egbert forthcoming). They extract the following nine dimensions of register variation from their web data:1. Oral-Involved vs. Literate Informational2. Oral Elaboration3. Oral Narrative vs. Written Information4. Reported Communication5. Irrealis vs. Informational Narration6. Procedural/Explanatory Discourse
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7. Literate Stance8. Description of Humans9. Non-Technical DescriptionHowever, the random GloWbE sample Biber and Egbert use does not contain, among other things, social media postings.In their introduction to their article collection, Biber and Conrad (2001: 13–14) outline  eight  methodological  steps  which  a  full  analysis  using  the  multi-dimensional method follows. This is a partial paraphrase of their list:1. A corpus is designed and collected into the computer.2. The linguistic features to be used are identified.3. Computer  programs  are  developed  for  tagging  all  relevant  linguistic features.4. The entire corpus is tagged automatically, and edited to ensure accurate identification of the linguistic features.5. Computer programs are developed and run to compute frequency counts of each linguistic feature in each text of the corpus6. The co-occurrence patterns are analyzed using a factor analysis on the frequency counts.7. The  factors  from  the  factor  analysis  are  interpreted  as  functional dimensions of variation.8. For each text,  a  "dimension score"  is  calculated for each of  the  found factors,  which allows exploring the variation by placing the texts  on a sliding scale on each dimension.In other words,  the multi-dimensional method is applied to a corpus by first counting the occurrences of a number of linguistic features in all the texts in the corpus. After this, statistical methods (specifically factor analysis) are used to find groups of features which co-occur, that is, the relative frequencies of which go  up  and  down  together;  these  co-occurring  features  form  a  dimension  of variation,  as  they  all  tend  to  be  present  and  absent  at  the  same  time,  and therefore can be understood to have a shared communicative function. After the dimensions  of  variation  have  been  found,  they  are  labeled  using  qualitative 
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analysis to find out their functions by examining the effects of and interpreting the reasons for their appearance and absence in the texts of the corpus.In this paper, I am going to go through all these steps and describe them in terms of the present study.There are two possible ways of conducting a multi-dimensional study according to Biber's methodology. It is possible to do a full study in which a factor analysis  is performed and so new dimensions of register variation are extracted. Or it is also possible to simply use the dimensions extracted by someone else, typically by Biber  in  his  1988 study,  but  also  by anyone else  in  any other  study,  and simply place your own data along these pre-existing dimensions to see how they compare. In this paper, I am going to perform a full multi-dimensional study.
2.2 Definitions
The terms genre and register are used in the present study as defined by Biber (1995).  According to Biber,  register  is "a  general  cover  term for situationally defined  varieties  …  defined  …  by  differences  in  purpose,  interactiveness, production circumstances, relations among participants, etc." (Biber 1995: 7). In contrast,  genre refers  to different  "text  categorizations  made on the  basis  of external criteria relating to author/speaker purpose … readily distinguished by mature  speakers  of  a  language;  for  example  …  novels,  newspaper  articles,  editorials,  academic articles,  public  speeches,  radio  broadcasts,  and everyday conversations. These categories are defined primarily on the basis of external format" (Biber 1995: 9). In a nutshell,  genre refers to certain culturally defined conventional groupings of texts based on text-external criteria, whereas register refers  to  functional  groupings  of  the  actual  realizations  of  the  text:  how something is said, and for what reason it is said in that manner. Both of these,  genres and registers alike, can be defined at different levels of abstraction and specificity, with one of the most general, high-level genre divisions being that between "spoken" and "written" texts. Registers can be associated with genres,  but they do not have to be. One can talk about "spoken registers" and "written 
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registers", but registers can actually be defined by any variable (or variables) which affects the text production and requires different linguistic forms to be used for one reason or another.Another term distinction to be made here is that between factor and dimension. The  term  factor refers  strictly  to  the  products  of  factor  analysis,  whereas 
dimension refers to the dimensions of register variation theoretically assumed to underlie  the  factors.  The  factors  are  statistical  representations  of  the measurable effects of the assumed underlying dimensions, and when the factors are interpreted, they are interpreted as those functional dimensions of register variation.  I  use the term  dimension in  the present study to refer to both the assumed underlying dimensions functional variation and the interpreted factors which make the dimension measurable.
2.3 Research questions
My study is largely exploratory in nature. I aim to  evaluate the feasibility of 
the multi-dimensional  approach for  studying small-scale  register  variation not  between  different  high-level  genres,  but  within  a  single  social  media platform, Reddit. I am going to perform a full multi-dimensional study on data  collected from Reddit and attempt to  find out what dimensions of register 
variation exist within Reddit.
3. Data
In this  section,  I  will  first  give  a description of  some of  the  most  important aspects of Reddit, the social media website which is the focus of and the data source for the present study. Then, I will explain the process of data collection used in the present study and processing it to prepare it for analysis. Finally, I will give an overview of the data in the dataset.
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3.1 Reddit
Reddit1 is  a  free-to-use  entertainment,  social  networking  and  news  website, based in San Francisco, California. Reddit is multilingual, but an overwhelming majority of the content is in English.Reddit was chosen as the focus of the present study for two main reasons. First of  all,  Reddit  is  somewhat  smaller  than  the  big,  well-known  social  media platforms such as Facebook and Twitter, and has consequently received much less attention from linguists overall. While some studies have been conducted on,  for example,  certain sociological and linguistic  aspects of  Reddit  (see e.g.  Potts  &  Harrison  2013,  De  Choudhury  &  De  2015,  Koivu  2015),  the  overall linguistic  landscape  of  Reddit  has  not  yet  been  comprehensively  studied. Secondly,  I  am  intimately  familiar  with  Reddit  myself,  which  will  help  me analyze, interpret and evaluate the results.
3.1.1 SubredditsReddit  is  not  a  single  monolithic  community,  but  could  rather  be  seen  as  a platform for many separate and vastly different kinds of communities. Reddit is made  up  of  thousands  of  so-called  subreddits.  Anyone  can  start  their  own subreddit. Different subreddits revolve around different topics and themes. For example,  the  /r/space subreddit  is  for  discussion about  anything relating  to space  and  space  exploration;  the  subreddit  /r/worldnews  is  for  recent happenings around the world.2A  Reddit  user  (often  referred  to  as  a  redditor)  can  subscribe  to  any  public subreddits they want. (There are also private subreddits which require an invite 
1 http://www.reddit.com2 Subreddits are usually referred to using the ending of their web address. For example, the address for /r/space would be http://www.reddit.com/r/space. One purpose of this convention is to avoid having to always make clumsy references such as "the space subreddit". Moreover, if you write the subreddit name in this format in Reddit, it automatically creates a link to the subreddit in question. In this paper, I am going to use the common practice of using the /r/[subredditname] notation.
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from the moderators of the subreddit, but these are rare, and not of interest for the purposes of the present study.) The size of a subreddit is determined by the number of subscribers it has. The largest subreddits are probably the  default  
subreddits,  which  is  a  varied  group of  subreddits  considered to  be  generally interesting  for  large  numbers  of  people,  and  so  all  new  Reddit  users  are automatically subscribed to these subreddits;  of course they can unsubscribe from any or all of them if they want. For example, /r/space, which is one of the  default subreddits, has over 2.5 million subscribers; another one, /r/funny (for posting funny pictures), over 8 million. To contrast these subreddits with some smaller, non-default subreddits, /r/linguistics (for discussions and links about language  and  linguistics)  has  a  little  over  60  thousand  subscribers; /r/RimWorld  (for  discussing  RimWorld,  an  indie  game  currently  in development), about 5.5 thousand. Even this is rather big; a huge majority of subreddits only have some hundreds or dozens of subscribers, or even fewer.
3.1.2 PostingWhen  a  redditor  makes  a  new  post  on  Reddit,  they  have  to  decide  which subreddit to post it to. There are two different kinds of posts on Reddit. You can  either post a link to a website or an image, or make a so-called self post, which simply means a text post you write yourself on the subreddit itself; the textual content of such a post is called self text. In either case, you have to come up with a title for the post yourself. Posting is semi-anonymous: the poster is identified  by their username.
3.1.3 BrowsingWhen you log on to Reddit, it opens to your  frontpage, which is a collection of posts from all the subreddits you are subscribed to. You can also browse single subreddits separately, regardless of whether you have subscribed to the specific subreddit in question or not.
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When browsing Reddit, you can give a post an  upvote if you think the post is interesting,  good,  funny,  suitable for  the  subreddit,  or  according to  whatever criteria you use to valuate posts. Conversely, you can also give a downvote if you do not think that this is the case. The score of a post, i.e. the number of upvotes it has  received  minus  the  number  of  downvotes  it  has  received,  determine (together with other factors, depending on the sorting selected) which posts are shown on the frontpage and at the top of each subreddit page.Regardless of  whether you are browsing the frontpage or a single subreddit, what you see is a list of posts made by other redditors. You can click on the comment button to go read the comments for the post and to comment on the post and participate in the discussion yourself.  If you click on the title of the  post, you go to the linked web page, or, in the case of a self post, directly to the comment thread, at the top of which the self post text can be found.The posts can be sorted in various ways. The default way is the "hot" sorting,  which places newer posts which are being upvoted a lot at the top of the list.  "New"  sorting  shows  the  newest  posts  at  the  top,  regardless  of  their  score. "Rising" sorting prefers posts which are being upvoted more than others and so quickly  increasing  in  score.  "Controversial"  sorting  weights  posts  with  high numbers of both upvotes and downvotes. "Top" posts are the posts with simply the highest score; you can retrieve the "top" posts of this hour, today, this week, this month, this year, or all time. All of these sorting options can be used both on  your frontpage as well as in a single subreddit.
3.1.4 CommentingProbably the most important  feature of  Reddit  is  that  all  posts  are open for  commenting,  and  comments  can  be  replied  to,  which  can  lead  to  sprawling comment  trees  of  comments  replying  to  other  comments  and  long-winded, detailed discussions,  or (on most posts) just a handful of comments,  or even none at all. The author of a comment is also identified by their username. 
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Comments can also be upvoted and downvoted. The Reddit etiquette encourages you to upvote good, constructive posts and comments regardless of whether or not you personally agree with the points made, and downvote comments which are unconstructive and do not contribute to the discussion. But even though this is the ideal, obviously this is often not how things go, as many redditors end up downvoting comments they disagree with.Comments can also be sorted by "top", "new" and "controversial", but also by "old", which puts the oldest comments at the top, and "best", the default sorting for comments, which favors comments with a higher ratio of upvotes while still taking into account the total number of votes the comment has received.
3.1.5 The language of RedditThere  are  countless  variables  which  affect  all  levels  of  language  use  in  a subreddit,  from spelling to vocabulary,  register and genre.  The most obvious one, and probably the one which has the most obvious effect, is the theme of the subreddit  in  question.  For  example,  at  the  simplest  level,  self  posts  and comments in /r/space are probably more likely to have words such as  planet, 
star,  probe and  launch,  whereas  /r/programming  (for  discussing  computer programming)  probably  has  many  more  such  words  as  system,  function and 
compile. Of course, field-specific jargon is not only limited to single words, but also to other linguistic features, namely how something is talked about. That is, the pilots in /r/flying probably talk about airplanes in a different manner from the aviation enthusiasts in /r/aviation.The community of every subreddit, like any community, also develops its own peculiar  use  of  language.  The  most  visible  incarnation  of  community-bound language  use  on  Reddit  (as  arguably  is  the  case  with  most  internet communities) are different fads and memes. For example, you do not have to look at too many posts in /r/dwarffortress (for discussing Dwarf Fortress, an indie game famous for its very deep world simulation and a notoriously steep learning  curve)  to  see  a  comment  saying  "It  was  inevitable",  or  maybe mentioning cheese. In /r/polandball (for posting "polandball" comics, typically 
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short, funny comics in which countries of the world are personified as balls in  the colors of  their  flag),  many comments contain the kind of broken English language which is  purposefully used in the comics.  As an example,  an actual comment from a polandball redditor: "Thank yuo kind sir. Yuo of makings my day." Another aspect which might affect the language used in a subreddit is the size of the subreddit in question. A large subreddit with lots of subscribers is going to be more visible and so attract a larger, more varied crowd of people  than a smaller subreddit. This is especially true for the default subreddits. As everyone is automatically subscribed to the default subreddits when they create their Reddit account, the default subreddits have a huge number of subscribers with very varied experience and backgrounds. Furthermore, a subreddit with a more  general  theme  is  likely  to  appeal  to  more  people  than  a  subreddit concentrating on a narrow niche.Yet  another  aspect  which  can,  but  does  not  necessarily,  hugely  affect  the language used in a subreddit is its moderation and rules. When a user starts a  new subreddit, they become its first moderator, and draw up the rules of the subreddit. They can also appoint new moderators as they like.The contents of the subreddit rules can be vastly different from subreddit to another. Typical subreddit rules explain the purpose of the subreddit, and what kinds of posts are allowed. /r/space, for example, disallows "submissions with no  direct  connection  to  Space/Astronomy/Cosmology",  as  well  as "petitions/surveys/crowdfunders", among other things.The strictness of the moderation also varies from subreddit to subreddit.  If a  post breaks the rules of the subreddit, especially if the infraction is relatively minor, such as a post which is not really in line with the topic of the subreddit,  somebody may just  comment that  the post  is  against  the rules,  and possibly either give advice on how to fix the problem or possibly mention a subreddit which would be better suited for the post, if one exists and they know of it. This is especially true if the subreddit members themselves tend to ignore and not  upvote rule-breaking posts and comments. For more major rule breaches, and stricter subreddits, it is possible for the moderators to delete the infringing post 
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or  comment.  Furthermore,  while  in  some  (or  perhaps  most)  subreddits  the moderators  do  generally  very  little,  some  subreddits  are  very  strict  in  their moderating. For example, /r/AskHistorians (for asking questions about history) requires all top-level comments (i.e. comments which are direct comments to the  post,  not  replies to other  comments) to  be either well-written and well-sourced answers to the question, questions to the original poster (also known as 
OP) about their question to narrow down what they actually mean with their question, or further closely related questions by other redditors. Any top-level comments  which  contain  speculative  guesswork  or  personal  anecdotes  are quickly removed, and so are comments with nothing but a joke in them, and ones  with  only  links  to  other  websites  with  no  further  backgrounding  or contextualization made by the commenter. The aim of the moderator team is to keep the subreddit highly professional, academic and fact-based, and to prevent speculation based on little to no actual knowledge.Reddit  itself  as  a  website  is  not  very  strict  at  all  about  the  contents  of  the subreddits,  so  the  platform does  not  limit  the  posting and commenting very much. Actually, at the time of writing, the rules of Reddit3 consist of only five items. To put them shortly: No spam, no vote manipulation, do not post personal information,  no child  pornography,  and do not  break the  site.  In  addition to these absolute rules, there is the reddiquette4 ("Reddit etiquette"), an informal statement  of  the  values  of  the  community,  written by the  community,  which outlines the etiquette and manners which are considered to be appropriate in Reddit, but are not hard rules per se; Reddit simply asks its users to "abide by [the reddiquette] the best you can".
3.2 Data collection
In  his  study,  Biber  (1988)  mostly  used  pre-compiled  corpus  data  from  the Lancaster-Oslo-Bergen corpus (LOB) and the London-Lund corpus of  Spoken English,  only  adding  his  own  material  for  the  genres  "personal  letters"  and 
3 http://www.reddit.com/rules4 http://www.reddit.com/wiki/reddiquette
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"professional  letters",  which  were  not  included  in  the  corpora  in  question. Similarly,  Biber and Egbert  (forthcoming) use texts  from the GloWbE corpus. However, there is no ready-made corpus of Reddit language, due to which I had to  perform the data  collection and cleaning phases  of  the  multi-dimensional study myself.The data for the present study was collected from Reddit using an automated program  which  I  specifically  created  for  the  purposes  of  this  project.  The program,  called  Grabbit,  was  written  in  the  C#  (pronounced  "C  sharp") programming  language.  It  accesses  Reddit's  public  Application  Programming Interface  (API),  which can be used by programs to retrieve Reddit  data in a machine-readable format.  The RedditSharp implementation of the Reddit API for  C# was used  for  API  access.  From the  experiences  of  the  present  study, RedditSharp is not very well suited for retrieving large amounts of the kind of data which was used for the present study. Perhaps most importantly, the Reddit API only allows one request every two seconds, which RedditSharp took good care  to  enforce,  but  it  ended up sending more requests  than was absolutely necessary,  which  would  have  considerably  slowed  down  the  data  collection process  (although  not  made  it  entirely  impossible)  without  some  careful optimizations,  such as  immediately saving  the  data  in  a  separate  object  and accessing it through that for saving purposes, which keeps the unnecessary API calls to a minimum. However, for future larger scale studies on Reddit, it may be necessary, or at least easier, to develop a custom Reddit API access library for the programming language used.When Grabbit is running, the program retrieves a list of the top 100 "hot" posts for every subreddit on the list of subreddits it is tracking; this takes place once an hour to get a good around-the-clock coverage. The "hot" sorting is a function of the age of the post (with newer posts ranked higher) and its score (with posts with more upvotes ranked higher). "Hot" is also the default sorting. Due to both these factors, the "hot" posts are the most discussed and most widely seen posts in  a  subreddit,  and  therefore  they  can  be  considered  to  be  the  most representative of the language use in the subreddit.
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For various reasons,  100 was chosen as the length of the retrieved list.  Most importantly, 100 is the highest number of posts that can be requested in one post list API call. Additionally, 100 is the highest number of posts that can be seen on one page before having to click the link to the next page, although the default is 25, so 100 is both one page for someone who is using the full setting of  100 posts per page (and who therefore is perhaps unlikely to even click "next" after seeing all 100 posts), and also several pages in for most people using the default  sorting,  so  retrieving  the  100 most  "hot"  posts  will  result  in  a  good coverage of all the posts in a subreddit. Especially in the smaller subreddits with less  posting  activity this  method may be enough to  gather  every  single  post posted on the subreddit.After retrieving the list of posts, Grabbit reads through the list to find any new posts it has not already seen in lists from earlier hours. The identifiers for these posts are added to a list of seen posts together with their time of posting, which can also be found in the retrieved list. Based on this list of seen posts, Grabbit  then retrieves the full contents of a seen post after 48 hours have passed after its posting. This two-day waiting period is in order to ensure that the posts have had a reasonable amount of  time for commenting activity from people in all timezones. In typical bigger subreddits, 48 hours is more than enough time for a post  to  leave  the  100  "top"  posts,  and  even  in  smaller  subreddits  for  the commenting activity on the post to have died down.When the full data of a post is retrieved, it is saved on the computer's hard disk drive in two formats. Most importantly for the purposes of the present study, it is saved as a raw text file, with the title, possible self post text, and all comments all together without any metadata or any markings for e.g. comment hierarchy. In addition to this, the data is also saved in XML format in a separate file which also includes all of the text, but the comments are in a hierarchical format, and  various metadata, such as posting times, scores, and the authors' names, is also included.  This  rich  annotated  data  is  not  used  in  the  present  study,  but  if  necessary, it allows more fine-grained analyses based on the metadata or the comment hierarchy.
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3.3 Preparing the data
I  created  three  tools  for  processing  the  data  after  it  has  been  collected:  GrabbitCleaner, GrabbitTagger and GrabbitCounter. All of them are written in the C# programming language.
3.3.1 GrabbitCleanerThe raw text collected from Reddit, like any raw text, is messy in many ways, and as such unsuitable for quantitative linguistic  analysis  with several  automated steps  such as  the  present  study.  Of  course,  every source  of  text  has  its  own idiosyncratic sources of messiness in the data, and therefore specialized tools for cleaning the text need to be developed. GrabbitCleaner was created to tackle the following typical problems found in raw text collected from Reddit.
• If  a  comment  has  been  deleted  either  by  the  author  or  subreddit moderators, normally it is removed from existence entirely, but if at the time  of  deletion  the  comment  had  child  comments  (i.e.  replies),  the contents  of  the  deleted  comment  only  show  "[deleted]"  so  that  its position in the hierarchy can be preserved. GrabbitCleaner removes these [deleted] lines from the raw text files.
• All  of  the formatting markup used in Reddit  to format text  (using the markup language called Markdown) remains in the raw text, and needs to be removed so that it will not interfere with automatic POS tagging. For example:
◦ All lines beginning with four spaces or a tab character are removed: these  represent  "code  formatting".  It  indeed  is  usually  (but  not always) used for keeping code properly formatted, and so removing these lines is  useful  since programming code would both interfere with  the  POS  tagging  and  throw  off  the  automated  quantitative analysis in various ways.
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◦ All asterisks ("*") are removed. They are used in Markdown to denote *italics*, **bold text** and ***bold text in italics*** as well as *bullet points in lists
◦ All carets ("^") are replaced with a space. They are used to denote ^superscript  for  single  words.  A  longer  phrase  can  be  made superscript ^(using parentheses around it). A typical usage of this is along the lines of "I'm terribly sorry for what I did^(not really)", and therefore replacing the caret with a space makes sense.
◦ All tildes ("~") are removed. They are used for a ~~strikethrough~~. This is a problematic approach in many cases, since a lot of the time they are used to remove a word to replace it with a better one while still having everybody know that it has been changed, in which cases the old and new word are side-by-side in the text and may throw off  the POS tagging;  but they can also be used humorously to remove words from a comment to make it mean something else, and also for longer  passages  of  text  when  the  commenter  has  changed  their opinion or received more accurate information.
◦ Markdown  denotes  links  by  having  square  brackets  around  text followed  by  the  URL  in  parentheses:  [an  example  of  a  link](http://www.example.com).  In  these  cases,  the  URL,  brackets  and parentheses are removed and only the linked text (inside the square brackets) remains.
• All  multiple  spaces  are  normalized  to  single  spaces.  Whitespace  is trimmed from the ends of a line.
• On Reddit, users and subreddits are often referred to using the format /u/username  and  /r/subredditname.  However,  the  POS  tagger  used considers the first slash a separate token even though it is part of the name.  Therefore,  the  first  slash  in  words  starting  "/u/"  or  "/r/"  is removed.
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• All empty lines are removed, as well as lines which only consist of a URL.After the  text  has been cleaned like this,  it  is  saved into  a separate  file  in  a  separate folder for cleaned files. The files are saved in a different folder after  every step so that no data from an earlier step is overwritten, and so it is easy to rerun the process starting from any step if necessary, when changes have been made in any of the programs.
3.3.2 GrabbitTaggerAfter  the  text  has  been  cleaned,  it  is  part-of-speech  tagged  using  Stanford CoreNLP  pipeline  (Manning  et  al.  2014)  with  its  default  english-left3words tagging  model,  which  uses  the  Penn  Treebank  POS  tagset.  GrabbitTagger automates  the  tagging  process,  feeding  the  cleaned  text  files  through  the Stanford  tagger,  interpreting  the  output  XML,  and  saving  the  result  tokens followed  by  their  POS  tags  in  a  text  file.  To  communicate  with  the  Stanford tagger from a C# program, the Stanford CoreNLP for .NET library (see Tihon) was used.This is what a tagged line looks like:
Having_VBG proper_JJ safety_NN gear_NN is_VBZ very_RB 
important_JJ ,_, unless_IN you_PRP want_VBP to_TO 
end_VB up_RP with_IN some_DT real_JJ nasty_JJ road_NN 
rash_NN ._. (/r/nononono)The  tagging  is  not  without  problems,  though.  While  GrabbitCleaner  does  a decent  job  getting  rid  of  the  most  common  problems,  especially  those idiosyncratic to Reddit, the data contains a lot of misspellings, novel words and topic-specific jargon, a lot of which Stanford tagger is unable to recognize and tag correctly. Nevertheless, most of the tagging is still done correctly; the small problems are unlikely to affect the results in a major way.
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3.3.3 GrabbitCounterGrabbitCounter  was  created  for  counting  the  occurrences  of  the  linguistic features  listed  by  Biber  (1988:  221–245)  in  the  tagged  texts.  According  to Conrad & Biber (2001: 15), it is important to be as inclusive as possible with the analyzed  linguistic  features,  and to  identify  "all  linguistic  features  (including lexical classes, grammatical categories, and syntactic constructions) that might have functional associations". Biber (1988) selected the features he used based on an  extensive  reading of  previous  research on registers,  and  therefore  his features are certainly relevant to register variation, and are used in the present study as well.For the present study, counting (or calculating, in case of average word length and  type/token  ratio)  of  62  of  the  67  features  used  by  Biber  has  been implemented. (See Appendix 2 for the full list of included features.) As many of the  67 features  used by Biber  in  his  original  study (1988)  as  possible  were included in the current study to best capture all register variation which could be found in the collected dataset. Additionally, word count and type count are recorded for each text to make it possible to calculate type/token ratio, relative feature  frequencies,  and  to  create  the  total  word  counts  and  word  count breakups found in the following "overview of the data" section. These counts are then saved into a CSV file.GrabbitCounter's  counting  is  based  on  algorithms  which  were  programmed based primarily  on the algorithms presented in  Biber (1988) for finding the features.  Still,  the  algorithms  are  not  exhaustive.  In  many  cases  they do  not capture all of the possible constructions, but certainly the most typical cases. For example,  the algorithm for the feature "existential  there" is given as "there + (xxx) + BE", in other words, the word there, possibly followed by any word, and finally any form of the verb be. This algorithm finds constructions like there are and  there  may be,  but  not  there  may very well  never  have  been.  Fortunately, constructions like the former are much more common; omitting the latter kinds of constructions from the count is unlikely to significantly skew the final results.
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Improvements in part-of-speech taggers have also facilitated finding some of the features.  For  example,  for  the  feature  "contractions",  Biber  gives  a  relatively complicated algorithm for disambiguating between 's as a contraction of is and as the possessive form, because the latter is  not a contraction and therefore should not be included in the count; but Stanford tagger is able to distinguish between the two, tagging them as VBZ (verb third person) and POS (possessive), respectively.There  were  also  some  features  for  which  the  algorithm  Biber  presents  was found lacking. For example, Biber includes "to" in his list of words to be counted  for the feature "total prepositional phrases", which is of course correct, to an extent; but simply counting all instances of the word "to" found in the text would also include the infinitive marker "to" in the count, which we do not want to include.  Including it  adversely affects  the  factorial  structure  extracted in  the later steps, by showing a correlation between "total prepositional phrases" and "infinitives" simply because all infinitives have also effectively been counted as prepositional phrases. In order to fix this issue, the algorithm was changed to only count "to" as a prepositional phrase when it is not a part of an infinitive construction.Another issue for the present study was that there are also a handful of features which Biber edited manually to weed out misidentified cases,  and which are very difficult or impossible to recognize correctly using the automated methods which are utilized in the present study. Considering the large amount of text which  forms  the  dataset  for  the  present  study,  manually  checking  the automatically  retrieved  features  would  be  infeasible,  and  consequently  these features were not considered in the present study. The excluded features are gerunds  (difficult  to  differentiate  from other  participials),  present  participial adverbial  clauses,  past  participial  adverbial  clauses,  present participial  WHIZ deletion relatives, and sentence relatives.Finally,  for  the  purposes  of  the  present  study,  a  "word"  (for  normalized frequency, word count, type/token ratio and average word length calculations) was defined in the following manner: a token, as tokenized by the Stanford POS 
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tagger tokenizer, which either consists of only letters, or alternatively is longer than one character long, is made up of letters, numbers, hyphens and periods, but  does  not  begin  or  end  with  a  hyphen or  a  period.  Tokens  beginning or ending  with  hyphens  are  excluded  because  the  tokenizer  encodes  certain punctuation characters using them. For example, the characters '('  and ')' are encoded as "-LRB-" (Left Round Bracket) and "-RRB-" (Right Round Bracket), respectively; obviously we do not want to count these as words. This algorithm also  excludes  any  punctuation  characters  and  consequently  also  things  like emoticons,  as  well  as  possessive  endings  and  contracted  forms  which  the Stanford tagger tags separately, such as the "n't" in "do_VBP n't_RB". This has two benefits: Firstly, it ensures that even though the tagger splits contractions such as don't or we'll and possessive forms such as Reddit's in two, they will not be  counted  as  two  words;  and  secondly,  the  short,  splintered  off  contracted endings are not considered in the average word length calculation, and therefore do  not  artificially  push  down  the  average  word  length.  However,  these contracted  endings  are  still  included  in  the  linguistic  feature  counts.  As  an example, "'ll"" is not counted as a word, but  is counted as a predictive modal, ensuring that something like we'll is counted both as a first person pronoun and a possibility modal, but only as one word.
3.4 Overview of the data
The data was collected over a period of about one month in July 2015, with Grabbit running on a server5 24/7 for the collection period (not including short periods of time when the program had crashed or was being updated; these short periods of inactivity did not affect the data collection in a major way). The resulting dataset contains 34,402 posts from 37 subreddits, amounting to a total of  slightly  over  20  million  words;  the  mean  word  count  per  post  is  585.8. However,  only 30.8% of  the  posts  in  the  dataset,  10,594 posts,  have a  word count of 400 or higher, which was chosen as the word length limit (based on Biber 1988) to make relative frequencies more meaningful. The lower the word 
5 I would like to thank Jonatan Nilsson for providing me with the server for the data collection.
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count  of  a  text,  the  more  extreme  the  variations  in  relative  frequencies.  For example, if the single word in a one-word post happens to be a present tense verb form, the relative frequency of present tense forms for that post would be 1,000 per 1,000 words,  and if  it  is  not,  the frequency would be 0 per 1,000 words; for a two-word post, a single present tense form would give a relative frequency  of  500  per  1,000  words.  These  kinds  of  extreme  frequencies  and extreme variations in frequencies are not at all meaningful. (The actual range of relative frequencies of present tense forms in the dataset of posts with 400 or more words is 2.2–132.7 per 1,000 words. In other words, there is not a single post in the dataset with 400 or more words which would have no present tense forms at all; this is a much more meaningful finding.)Therefore,  only  these  10,594  posts  with  word  count  400  or  higher  are considered  for  most  purposes  in  the  present  study.6 Still,  this  pruned-down group of posts amounts to a total of 17,424,535 words, with a mean word count of 1,644.8 words per post.The data was collected from 37 subreddits which were selected for the study. (For  the  full  list  of  subreddits  included,  together  with  descriptions  on  their purpose  and  content  as  well  as  example  post  titles,  see  Appendix  1.)  The subreddits were chosen due to my familiarity with them, which facilitates the interpretation  of  the  results;  they  also  cover  a  range  of  topics,  and  so  are expected  to  give  a  good  (albeit  not  by  any  means  exhaustive)  glimpse  into register variation within Reddit. Additionally, this group of subreddits contains a number of  related pairs  or  groups of  subreddits,  which are  similar  (but  not exactly  the  same)  in  topic,  focus  and  scope,  and  will  hopefully  make  for interesting comparisons when interpreting the results.
6  The full dataset is only used for calculating the type-token residuals (see section 4.1).
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The  histogram  in  figure  1 shows  the  distribution  of  posts  in  the  dataset according to their  word counts,  starting from 400 words,  in  bins 200 words wide. There are over 2,750 posts with 400–599 words, and over 1,750 with 600–799 words. The highest word count of any single post in the dataset is 31,458, in the subreddit /r/AskHistorians, with the title "Panel AMA: The American Civil  War  Era  -  Military  •  Society  •  Politics".  This  graph  clearly  shows  that  the distribution of post word counts is decidedly Zipfian in nature: a vast majority of the posts have a relatively low word count (the median word count of posts with 400  or  more  words  is  just  917.5,  and  the  median  word  count  of  all  posts,  including the ones under 400 words long, is only 585.8), and the number of high word count posts is very low.
Figure 1: Histogram of post word counts in the dataset
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Figure  2 shows  the  number  of  posts  in  the  dataset  per  subreddit,  with  the subreddits sorted by the number of posts with 400 or more words. This tells a lot  about the nature of  the subreddits  in  question.  For example,  2,877 posts were collected from /r/EarthPorn7 in total, but only 122 of those posts had 400 or  more  words.  This  is  because  most  of  the  posts  are  simply  landscape photographs for the subscribers' appreciation, and so do not typically inspire 
7 On Reddit, "porn" is often used in subreddit names as shorthand for something to the effect of "beautiful or interesting pictures or other content"; it does not have anything to do with actual pornographic material. For example, /r/EarthPorn is a subreddit for posting beautiful nature pictures; /r/ThingsCutInHalfPorn is meant for cutaway diagrams and similar content. While there are subreddits for actual adult content as well, none of them is included in the present study.
Figure 2: Post counts per subreddit
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particularly long discussions.  On the other hand, while /r/NeutralPolitics has quite a low total number of posts due to a relatively low posting frequency, 132 of  its  142 total  posts  contain  400 or  more  words.  In  other  words,  the  total number of discussions is low, but when there is a discussion, it is rather long and thorough.Perhaps most surprisingly, /r/EliteDangerous is first in the number of posts of 400 or more words with 1,668 posts, and second in total post count with 3,692 posts.  The  high  number  of  posts  may  be  due  to  the  many  issues  and controversies which the playerbase discusses (see the subreddit description in Appendix 1 for more details) inflating the number. Another surprise was that the default  subreddits  included in the study,  viz.  /r/space,  /r/dataisbeautiful and /r/EarthPorn, do not dominate the dataset more. While /r/space has the third highest  post  count by both measures,  and /r/EarthPorn has the fourth highest post count when all posts are included, /r/dataisbeautiful has a rather average post  count in  general,  and both /r/EarthPorn and /r/dataisbeautiful have relatively low (or average) post counts.Of all the subreddits included in the study, /r/RoadPorn has the lowest number of  posts  with  400  or  more  words:  only  three.  Every  subreddit  below /r/AskAnthropology  has  under  100  posts  with  400  or  more  words,  and everything below /r/etymology under 50; /r/language has the second lowest number, 10.These differences in subreddit post numbers have to be taken into account when interpreting the results of the present study. At the extreme low end of the scale,  and especially in the case of /r/RoadPorn, the results have to be taken with a big grain of salt, as there simply are not enough posts to give any reliable estimate of subreddit-level register tendencies. Still, these low post count subreddits were not excluded from the study, since their posts still  form valid data points for studying register variation on Reddit, as there is not really anything wrong with the posts themselves; the results simply can not be reliably generalized to be representative of the whole subreddit.
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Figure 3 shows the total subreddit word counts, sorted by the total word count of posts with 400 or more words. Based on this figure, it is clear that while a  large majority of the posts have a word count under 400, as shown in figure 2, an overwhelming majority of the words in a subreddit come from the posts with 400  or  more  words.  Consequently,  the  dataset  can  be  considered  a representative sample of the language specific to the subreddits even when the posts with under 400 words have been cut out.
Figure 3: Total word counts per subreddit
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The box plot in figure 4 shows the distribution of word counts of posts with 400 or more words across different subreddits,  ordered by the subreddit median word count. The vertical line marks the mean post word count of these posts, 1,644.8. The figure shows that posts in most subreddits tend to have a word count below the mean, and that the word counts are tightly packed towards the low end of the scale, as can be expected based on the Zipfian nature of the word  count distribution (see fig. 1). However, there are some outliers. Most strikingly, posts in /r/NeutralPolitics have very high word counts compared to the other subreddits. /r/spacex has the second highest median word count. There are also other subreddits in which almost half of the posts have an above average word 
Figure 4: Post word count distribution per subreddit
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count.  Interestingly,  /r/EarthPorn has  relatively high word counts  even if  its total number of posts is small.After  the  raw  feature  counts  had  been  extracted  using  GrabbitCounter,  the results  were  taken  into  R,  a  statistical  programming  language,  for  further calculations and statistical analysis. Factor analysis was used to extract factors, i.e.  groups  of  features  the  frequencies  of  which  vary  together,  as  described below.
4. Analysis
In this section, I am first going to explain in section 4.1 why type/token ratio is a problematic measure,  and how I have attempted to solve the problem in the present  study.  Then,  I  will  describe  the  factor  analysis  in  section  4.2,  the extracted factors in section 4.3, and the process of calculating factor scores in section 4.4. After that, in section 4.5, I will interpret these factors one by one as functional dimensions of register variation. Finally, in section 4.6, I will further support  my  interpretations  by  showing  how  the  subreddits  pattern  on  the different dimensions.
4.1 Issues with type/token ratio
The type/token ratio for each post was calculated at this point from the raw word count and type count provided by GrabbitCounter. Type-token ratio (the number of  different words in a text divided by the number of  all words in the text;  that  is,  the  ratio  of  different  words  to  all  words)  is  a  commonly  used measure of lexical specificity, but it is also very problematic for comparing texts which are very different in length, since the Zipfian nature of language naturally pushes it down the longer the text is, and conversely brings it closer to 1 the  shorter the text is. After all, every new word in a text is more likely to be one which already appears in the text than a new one; or, looking at it from the other  
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direction,  the  shorter  the  text  is,  the  less  space  there  has  been for  different words to appear. This is illustrated in figure 5.
Due to these issues, word count as a confounding factor needs to be removed from the type/token values. Biber (1988) simply takes the first 400 words of a text and uses the type/token ratio of those as the type/token ratio for the text.  However,  this  method is  not a  good fit  for the data from Reddit  used in the  present study, where self-post text and comments, potentially and typically all written by different authors, are all included in one data point (or "text"): taking the 400 first words in a file would cause the type/token ratio to load more on individual authors' idiosyncratic use of language, or the kind of topic discussed in the first comments, rather than the general language use across the board in the post. One solution for this is randomly sampling 400 words from the post, or alternatively  randomly  sampling  sentences  until  they  add  up  to  400  words. However, Biber (1988) used texts from the Lancaster-Oslo-Bergen corpus (LOB), which contains text samples of about 2,000 words each, and the London-Lund corpus of Spoken English, which contains texts of about 5,000 words in length. Therefore, taking into account that the texts in the present study range from 1 (or 400) to 31,458 words, 400 words would be a very small sample of the longer texts, and therefore in all likelihood not at all representative of the true variation happening within them.
Figure 5: The effect of word count on type/token ratio
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In order to take into account all the lexical variation within the posts,  in the present study, the type/token ratios were first calculated for the whole posts, as seen in figure 5. Then, logarithmic regression was used to approximate the effect of word count on the type/token ratios. Thirdly, each post is given a new value, the type/token residual, which is the part of its type/token ratio unexplained by the regression curve,  or,  in  geometric terms,  the vertical  distance of  the text from the regression curve. This value is used in the factor analysis in place of the raw type/token ratio. The type/token residual values are illustrated in figure 6.
4.2 Factor analysis
In accordance with Biber's (1988) description of the multi-dimensional method, factor  analysis  was  used  to  find  the  co-occurrence  patterns  of  the  linguistic  features based on their frequency of occurrence varying from post to post in the dataset. For the factor analysis, all the raw feature counts were translated into relative frequencies and normalized to 1,000 words. Additionally, at this point in the study, all posts with fewer than 400 words were removed from the dataset to make the relative feature frequencies more meaningful. That is to say, the full dataset, from 1-word posts upwards, was used for calculating the type/token residuals by performing a logarithmic regression of the type/token ratios, to get  a  regression  fit  which  best  matches  the  full  range  of  the  type/token  ratio variation in the texts; but only posts of 400 or more words were included in the 
Figure 6: Type/token residuals mapped against word count
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factor analysis  to exclude the meaningless extreme swings in relative feature frequencies typical of shorter texts.Principal factor analysis (PFA) was chosen as the factor analysis method as per the  model  of  Biber  (1988).  According to Biber (1988:  82),  PFA "extracts  the maximum amount of shared variance among the variables for each factor", that is, the first factor explains most of the shared variance, the second factor second most, and so on.
A scree plot (see figure  7) was used to help determine the optimal number of factors.8 Based on this plot, 5 or 7 were determined likely to be good numbers of 
8 Typically, a break in the plot will show the point after which each new factor will contribute little to the overall analysis (Biber 1988: 83–84).
Figure 7: Scree plot
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factors, since every factor after 7 would explain an extremely (and increasingly) small fraction of the overall variance. Factor solutions for 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 factors were  examined.  Eventually,  the  three  factor  solution  was  chosen  for  its interpretability over the other solutions.The last important step in factor analysis is rotation. Rotation is a way to ensure  that  every  feature  loads  on  as  few  factors  as  possible,  and  so  facilitate  the interpretation of the factors (Biber 1988: 84). According to Biber (1988: 85), Varimax and Promax are the most common rotation methods. Varimax assumes an orthogonal relation between the factors, and so is based on the assumption that the factors are uncorrelated; Promax, on the other hand, allows there to be minor  correlations  between  the  factors.  Biber  (1988)  concludes  that  since everything  in  language  use  is  related,  there  is  no  reason  to  assume mathematically independent factors, and therefore Promax rotation should be used. For this reason, Promax rotation is used in the present study as well.
4.3 Factors
Each of the extracted factors comprises a number of linguistic features which share a high degree of co-occurrence, that is, the frequencies of which go up and down together  (or  in  a  complementary  fashion,  so  that  the  presence of  one group of features also implies the absence of another group of features, and vice versa).  Equally importantly,  while  the features on a single factor correlate as much as possible, different factors only correlate as little as possible.The full rotated factor solution and the factor loadings, extracted by the factor analysis,  are given in Appendix 2. Features with positive loadings on a factor tend  to  increase  and  decrease  in  frequency  together,  whereas  features  with negative  loadings  decrease  in  frequency  when  the  features  with  positive loadings  increase  in  frequency,  and  vice  versa.  The  higher  the  loading,  the stronger  the  correlation  between  the  feature  and  the  other  features  on  the factor.
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The three factors together only explain about 17% of the overall variation in the posts.  In  comparison,  a  six-factor  solution  would  explain  about  22%  of  the variation, but this would lead to difficult-to-interpret fragmented factors with only a few features  loading on them,  and the  increase  in  variance explained would  not  be  that  big.  For  the  three-factor  solution,  the  three  factors  each explain  on average about  5.7% of  the  variation,  whereas  adding three  more factors  would  only  add  about  5  percentage  points  to  the  total  variation explained. Biber's six factors account for about 49.3% of the shared variance in his data (Biber 1988: 83), but he does not mention the amount of total variance accounted for.Next, in accordance with the process Biber (1988) describes, every feature was assigned to the factor it loads the most heavily on. For example, "conjuncts" is assigned to factor 3 and "contractions" to factor 2. Because a low factor loading means that the feature is less important for describing the factor, the features which have low loadings on all factors are not considered to be a part of any factor.  Biber  (1988)  used  "a  conservative  cut-off"  of  .35;  that  is,  he  did  not include  features  which  had  loadings  under  0.35,  since  his  data  had  a  large number  of  features  loading  on  the  factors  regardless.  While  the  number  of factors  extracted  in  the  present  study  is  significantly  lower  than  the  seven extracted by Biber (1988), the number of relatively high factor loadings is not that low, and therefore the cut-off of .35 was used in the present study as well. This gives the factors listed in table 1.9
9 The numbering of the factors is based on the percentage of variance they explain in the 
unrotated factor solution, but their actual ordering is based on the percentage of variance they explain in the rotated factor solution, due to a quirk of the R package used for the factor analysis. I will preserve the order 2-3-1 throughout the rest of the present study because preserving the numbering facilitates working with the factors in R, but please bear in mind that the numbers are practically arbitrary at this point and simply act as labels to distinguish the factors from each other.
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Factor 2
analytic.negation.not 0.62private.verbs 0.57contractions 0.53total.adverbs 0.52subordinator.that.deletion0.50be.as.main.verb 0.37public.verbs 0.36predicative.adjectives 0.36that.verb.complements0.35- - - - - - - - - -total.other.nouns -0.51
Factor 3
mean.word.length 0.85nominalizations 0.62attributive.adjectives 0.53conjuncts 0.44total.prepositional.phrases0.36- - - - - - - - - -first.person.pronouns -0.40
Factor 1
present.tense 0.75possibility.modals 0.50conditional.adverbial.subordinators.if.unless0.46predictive.modals 0.44split.auxiliaries 0.43second.person.pronouns0.42- - - - - - - - - -past.tense  -0.81
Table 1: FactorsIn addition to the 23 features included in the three factors described above, 39 features did not have a loading higher than .35 on any of the factors. They are not salient features of any of the factors, and due to this are not included in the  following  analysis.  (In  comparison,  Biber  had  only  seven  such  features  with seven factors (Biber 1988: 93)).
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4.4 Factor scores
Now that  we  know which features  are  associated  with which factor,  we can calculate a  factor score  (or  dimension score) for each post on each factor. The factor score of a post is the positioning of the post along the factor, based on the occurrence counts of the features associated with the factor in the post.First, to ensure that all features are scaled and represented similarly in terms of their frequency variation in the data, and that high-frequency features do not drown out  low-frequency features,  the  frequencies  per  1000 words of  every feature are normalized to a mean of 0 and a standard deviation of 1. In other  words,  we  do  not  want  to  simply  use  the  raw frequency number  per  1,000 words because what matters is the relative change in frequency, not the absolute frequency. We want to find out whether, for a certain text, the frequency of a certain feature is high or low compared to the overall range of frequencies and the  frequency distribution  of  that  feature.  For  example,  the  feature  "present tense" has a mean frequency of 70.07 and a standard deviation of 17.75. After the normalization, a text which has 70.07 present tense forms per 1000 words would have a normalized "present tense" score of 0; a text with 70.07 + 17.75 = 87.82 present tense forms per 1000 words would have a score of 1; a text with  70.07 - 17.75 = 52.26 present tense forms per 1000 words would have a score of -1;  and  all  other  values  are  scaled  accordingly,  for  example,  a  text  with  45 present tense forms per 1000 words would have a score of -1.41. All the other features are normalized to a similar scale, so that their mean frequency becomes 0 and standard deviation becomes 1.After this, every post can be assigned a score on each factor by simply summing together the scores of the features associated with the factor in question, while remembering to change the sign of the features with negative loadings. These factor  scores  are  then  averaged  per  subreddit,  to  get  at  register  differences between subreddits.
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4.5 Interpretation of the factors
After every subreddit has been located on each of the three factors by averaging the  factor  scores  of  its  posts,  the  factors  are  interpreted  as  functional  dimensions  of  variation  (see  Biber  1988).  In  other  words,  the  reason  the features on the factor are related to each other is determined. As Biber puts it,  "The interpretation of the factors is based on the theoretical assumption that these  co-occurrence  patterns  indicate  an  underlying  communicative  function shared by the features; that is,  it  is  assumed that linguistic features co-occur frequently in texts  because they are  used for a  shared set  of  communicative functions  in  those  texts."  He  stresses,  though,  that  unlike  the  co-occurrence patterns  (that  is,  the  factors),  which  were  found  using  quantitative  means, interpreting  the  functions  of  the  underlying  dimensions  is  a  qualitative  and tentative  analysis  which  "requires  confirmation,  similar  to  any  other interpretive analysis" (1988: 92).In  accordance  with  Biber  (1988),  the  interpretation  of  a  factor  has  to  be approached from several directions at once. First of all, one has to consider the features associated with the factor, and also the complementary distribution of the features with positive and negative loadings: what do these features have in common? Or how are these features opposite in function? Secondly, one needs to do close reading and micro-analyses of the features by looking at the texts themselves and see how the features are actually used in them and how their presence or absence affects the text. Finally, the interpretation can be further supported by the positioning of the subreddits (with certain styles and topics) on the dimension.In  this  section,  I  will  go  through  the  three  factors  and  interpret  them  as dimensions of register variation. I will go through the factors in the order 2-3-1, starting with  factor 2, as this factor accounts for the largest share of the total variance explained, and as such is the most important of the factors.
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4.5.1 Factor 2The features loading positively on factor 2 are analytic  negation  not,  contractions,  private verbs (e.g.  assume,  believe,  decide,  doubt,  feel, 
imagine,  see,  think),  total  adverbs, subordinator  that deletion,  be as  main  verb, public verbs (e.g.  admit,  agree,  claim,  declare, 
insist,  say,  write), predicative  adjectives,  and 
that verb complements.  On the negative side there is total other nouns.Private  verbs  are  "verbs  of  cognition"  which refer  to  intellectual  states  or  nonobservable intellectual  acts  (Biber  1988:  242).  Public verbs refer to actions which "can be observed publicly",  and they are "primarily speech act verbs ... commonly used to introduce indirect statements"  (Biber  1988:  242),  and  so  the inclusion  of  that verb  complements  in  this factor  is  not  unexpected.  The  inclusion  of these  two  groups  of  verbs  suggest  that  this factor  is  related  to  people's  thoughts  and actions.  The  analytic  negation  not (and  its contracted  form  "n't")  is  more  typically colloquial, and negation in general is twice as common in speech as in writing. (Biber 1988: 245).Contractions  and  subordinator  that deletion  are  also  typically  colloquial features  (Biber  1988:  234–235).  Be as  main  verb can be  considered a  "non-complex construction with  a  reduced informational  load" (Biber  1988:  228),  more  characteristic  of  spoken  styles.  Similarly,  adverbs  present  descriptive information  different  from  many  other  informative  features,  and  predicative 
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Table 2: Subreddit scores on factor 2
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adjectives  are  "more  fragmented"  than  the  highly  integrative  attributive adjectives (Biber 1988: 273).On  the  negative  side,  nouns  is  a  feature  which  relates  to  high  information content.  According to Biber (1988: 227),  a high nominal content "indicates a high (abstract)  informational  focus,  as opposed to primarily interpersonal  or narrative foci".This  analysis  suggests  that  the  positive  pole  of  this  factor  has  to  do  with personal, human matters (that is, people and their thoughts and actions), in a  style which is relatively colloquial, with contractions, predicative adjectives and "that"  deletions.  Indeed,  the  highest  scoring  subreddit  on  this  dimension  is /r/INTP,  which  is  the  only  subreddit  of  the  dataset  which  focuses  more  on people than physical or abstract things. If more people-focused subreddits were to be included in the data, this would probably also push down the rest of the subreddits  towards  the  negative  side.  Also,  conversely,  the  subreddits  at  the bottom  have  a  highly  impersonal  focus,  discussing  facts  and  things  and  not people.I have tentatively labeled this factor Personal vs. Factual Focus.
4.5.2 Factor 3The  positively  loaded  features  on  factor  3  are  mean  word  length, nominalizations,  attributive  adjectives,  conjuncts,  and  total  prepositional phrases. The negatively loaded feature is first person pronouns.According  to  Biber  (1988:  227),  Chafe  (1982,  1985,  and  Danielewicz  1986) focuses  on  nominalizations  as  a  means  to  "expand  idea  units  and  integrate information into fewer words", further noting that Biber (1986) interprets that they "[convey] highly abstract (as opposed to situational) information", and that Janda (1985) finds that they are used to "reduce full sentences to more compact and efficient series of noun phrases".  Conjuncts, Biber (1988: 239–240) says, "explicitly  mark  logical  relations  between  clauses,  and  as  such  they  are 
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important  in  discourse  with  a  highly informational  focus".  Mean  word  length  is  a commonly used measure of lexical specificity, with texts  with an informational  focus using longer  words  which  "convey  more  specific, specialized  meanings  than  shorter  ones" (Biber 1988: 238). Indeed, according to Biber, "differences  in  lexical  specificity  ...  truly correlate  with  the  production  differences between  speaking  and  writing",  and  the "lexical  diversity  and  specificity  ...  found  in formal  academic  writing  are  apparently  not possible in spoken texts due to the restrictions of on-line production" (1988: 238). Similarly, prepositional  phrases  are  used  for  packing high  amounts  of  information  tightly  (Biber 1988: 237). Biber also says that adjectives are used to "expand and elaborate the information presented in  the  text"  (1988:  237),  and that attributive  adjectives  especially  are  "highly integrative in their function" (1988: 237).On the negative side of the factor, Biber (1988: 225)  refers  to  Chafe  (1982,  1985)  and  says that  first  person  pronouns  are  often considered  markers  of  the  speaker's  or writer's  involvement,  indicating  "an interpersonal focus and a generally involved style".To  summarize,  the  positive  pole  of  the  factor  loads  on  features  which  are considered abstract and highly informational, whereas the negative pole loads on a single feature, first person pronouns, which is decidedly involved in style,  as the writer is talking about themself.
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Table 3: Subreddit scores on factor 3
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Interestingly, many of the features on the positive side of this factor seem to be to at least some extent complementary in function with the features associated with the positive side of factor 2, Personal vs. Factual Focus (analyzed above), in  that many of the features of factor 2 are non-informational features typical of colloquial  styles.  The  two  factors  do  have  a  degree  of  correlation  (factor correlation -0.21). Additionally, a number of the features in both factor 2 and factor  3  are  associated  with  the  first  dimension  extracted  by  Biber  (1988), Involved vs. Informational Production: many of the features of the personal pole of factor 2 can also be found at the involved pole of Biber's first dimension, and many of the features of the informational pole of the present factor, factor 3, are  also present in the informational pole of Biber's first factor.In  order  to  make  sure  that  factors  2  and  3  actually  represent  separate dimensions of register variation and are not in reality just a single dimension, equivalent to Biber's first dimension, which has been torn in two by extracting too many factors in the factor analysis, a factor solution for only two factors was examined. Surprisingly, many of the features associated with these two factors were still associated with different factors. Based on this analysis, it seems that  the  difference  between  factors  2  and  3  represents  a  deeper-level  register distinction on Reddit than it may at first glance appear.Upon closer inspection, the functional difference between the two factors seems to be relatively clear. Factor 2, Personal vs. Factual Focus, deals more with the focus  of  the  content  itself.  Put  bluntly,  it  answers  the  question  "is  the  focus inside or outside of someone's head?" Whereas factor 3 answers the question "is the text informationally dense, or is the writer themself involved in it?" These functional differences will be further illustrated in the next section, in which I compare  and  contrast  the  positions  of  different  subreddits  on  the  three dimensions.Looking  at  the  list  of  subreddit  scores  on  this  factor  supports  the  above interpretations. The subreddits with high positive scores are very impersonal and informational, dealing with facts more than personal experiences, whereas the subreddits with highly negative scores have more to do with the personal 
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experience  of  the  subscribers.  Biber  (1988) calls his first factor "Informational vs. Involved Production";  his  factor  appears  to  be  very similar in terms of function, even if the exact features are quite different. While they are not exactly  the  same,  due  to  the  apparent functional  similarities,  I  call  this  factor 
Informational vs. Involved Style.
4.5.3 Factor 1Factor 1 is the easiest of the three extracted factors to interpret. On the positive side, it has the features present tense, possibility modals (can,  may,  might,  could,  and  their contractions),  conditional  adverbial subordinators  (if and  unless),  predictive modals  (will,  would,  shall,  and  their contractions),  split  auxiliaries,  and  second person  pronouns;  and  on  the  negative  side, past tense.Tense is clearly the biggest dividing feature on this  factor:  present  tense,  possibility  modals and  predictive  modals  on  the  positive  side, past tense on the negative; the tenses are also the features with the highest loadings on the factor.  The  inclusion  of  the  second  person pronouns somewhat confounds the interpretation of the factor. Split auxiliaries are probably included in the factor because there is a high number of auxiliaries on the factor overall, that is, possibility and predictive modals.Looking at  single  posts,  the  most  heavily  negatively loaded posts  are  mostly from  /r/worldbuilding  and  /r/askhistorians.  The  /r/worldbuilding  posts 
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Table 4: Subreddit scores on factor 1
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contain  long  descriptions  of  fictional  people  and  fictional  histories,  and  the /r/AskHistorians  posts  are  discussing  the  past  of  the  real  world.  The  list  of subreddit  scores  on  this  factor  seems  to  confirm this:  the  subreddits  at  the bottom are  concerned with things  which happened in the  past,  whereas  the subreddits  towards the  top are  more focused on the  present,  the  future,  the abstract,  and  possibilities.  Most  subreddits  are  also  relatively  close  to  zero because they discuss the past and the present relatively equally. Therefore I call this factor Present-Abstract vs. Past-Narrative Focus.
4.6 Subreddits in the multi-dimensional register spaceIn this section, I am going to further support the factor interpretations made in  the  previous  section by taking  a closer  look at  how different  subreddits  are located on the different dimensions depending on the type of their content, and by showing some examples of how some of the different linguistic features and register  dimensions  can  be  seen  in  actual  text  excerpts  taken  from  the subreddits in question.I will again start with dimensions 2 and 3, not only because they explain the  largest share of the total variance explained by the three dimension solution, but also because they seem to be the most interesting of the dimensions based on the above analysis.
4.6.1 Dimensions 2 and 3In the scatterplot in figure  8,  the subreddits have been mapped according to their positions on dimensions 2 and 3. (The numerical values can be found in tables  2 and 3.) The scatterplot shows that even though these two dimensions may  appear  somewhat  similar  in  their  function,  even  though  there  is  some overlap  in  the  functions  of  the  features  which  define  these  dimensions  (as described in the factor interpretation section), and even though there is a small  degree  of  correlation  between the  factors  underlying  the  dimensions,  at  the subreddit  level  the  dimensions  are  still  very  much  independent  from  one 
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another.  On  the  vertical  axis  lies  the  dimension  "Informational  vs.  Involved Style", and on the horizontal axis the dimension "Personal vs. Factual Focus".
To  best  explain  (and  perhaps  worst  simplify)  the  functions  of  these  two dimensions,  the  four  corners  of  this  scatterplot  could  be  labeled  (counter-clockwise  starting  from  the  upper  left  corner)  "facts  recounted  in  an informational style", "personal experiences, opinions and beliefs recounted in an informational style", "personal experiences, opinions and beliefs recounted with personal involvement", and "facts recounted with personal involvement". This also  easily  explains  the  degree  of  correlation  between  the  two  dimensions. "Facts  recounted  as  information"  and  "personal  experiences,  opinions  and beliefs  recounted  with  personal  involvement"  are  probably  the  most 
Figure 8: Subreddit positions on dimensions 2 and 3
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stereotypical combinations of these dimensions, while the other two modes are not totally unheard of either.Since the present study looks at normalized feature counts over long texts, that is,  large-scale  tendencies  in  feature  counts  between  various  subreddits,  the visible effects of these dimensions on the texts can be extremely subtle, and so it  can  be  very  difficult,  if  not  outright  impossible,  to  find  good,  representative sample  text  excerpts  from the dataset.  Still,  I  hope  to  illustrate  some of  the  differences with actual text samples taken from my data. The excerpts are all  running lines of text from a post as it is after the cleaning phase but before the tagging phase of the data collection process. One paragraph in the cleaned text is identical to a paragraph in the source material, but because all of the comments have  been  collapsed  to  sequential  text  (rather  than  using  any  kind  of hierarchical  tree  structure),  different  paragraphs  may  be  from  different comments and different authors.The quick and dirty simplifications given above about the functions of these two dimensions also allow us to give general descriptions of the types of content present in the different quadrants of the scatterplot in figure  8. Starting again from  the  top-left  quadrant,  the  stereotypical  case  (e.g.  /r/AskHistorians)  is academical in style, fact-centered and distanced, technical in content and with little  involvement  from  the  writers.  They  recount  cold,  hard  facts  in  a  fact-centered style. Of course, /r/AskHistorians is somewhat of an extreme case, as is  also  evident  from  its  solitary  positioning  on  the  scatterplot.  The  subreddits closer to the center of the plot are less about hard facts and impartial academic  coverage  than  /r/AskHistorians,  but  they  still  have  factual,  informative tendencies, even if it is more mixed up with personal experiences and opinions and more involved content.The following excerpt is taken from a post in /r/AskHistorians:Periodization is often a slippery issue in historiography as the its rationale can range from very arbitrary to highly specific. In the case of Napoleon, the  importance  of  his  military  fortunes  to  his  empire  also  meant  that historians who studied the period gravitated towards military affairs and 
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issues of international diplomacy. This differed markedly with historians of the Revolution who tended to focus on issues of ideology and solving the riddle of why the Terror happened. Older historical scholarship such as Georges Lefebvre has tended to treat the coup of Brumaire as the formal end  of  the  Revolution  when  France  turned  away  from  the  liberal democratic  impulses  of  the  Revolution.  There  is  a  strong  tradition  in Marxist  and Marxist-influenced  scholarship  that  treats  Brumaire  as  the capstone  for  final  victory  of  the  bourgeoisie  as  they consolidated  their political hegemony within France through their sponsorship of Napoleon. This  particular interpretation built  on Marx's  own Eighteenth Brumaire that contrasted the events of Napoleon with that of his nephew and the idea of Napoleon as the end of the Revolution remained solidly entrenched as the  orthodox interpretation of  the  Revolution for  a  good deal  of  the twentieth century and still remains somewhat common. (/r/AskHistorians)This  is  overall  a  good  illustration  of  the  academic,  impersonal,  fact-centered style typically employed in /r/AskHistorians, even if this specific excerpt does not contain all the features associated with dimension 3. The words are long and specific,  nominalizations  such as  periodization are  used,  there  are attributive adjectives  (e.g.  liberal  democratic  impulses,  strong  tradition,  orthodox 
interpretation), and prepositional phrases. Furthermore, there is a distinct lack of first person pronouns; the writer is not personally involved in the text. When it comes to dimension 2, Personal vs. Factual Focus, the text has a high number of  nouns,  which is  the  only  feature  associated  with  the  negative  side  of  the dimension; but we can also note the low number or total lack of private and public  verbs,  contractions,  adverbs,  predicative adjectives,  and other features associated with the positive side of the dimension.In the top-right quadrant, positive on both dimensions, the typical case is a text  which  is  still  informational  in  style,  but  draws  more  heavily  on  human experiences, thoughts and opinions. This partially explains the small degree of correlation between dimensions 2 and 3: when you are talking about your own experiences, you will necessarily be more visible in the text, and so the text will end up more involved in style.Consider the following excerpt from /r/lingustics:It's  highly  flawed.  They  don't  provide  any  experimental  data,  and  the 
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whole thing amounts to an assumption that correlation equals causation. They make a little bit of an effort at pointing to other research (namely, the Journal of Voice article, I forget the author) but don't really establish that the research they're pointing to is relevant to the matter at hand. Honestly, after  reading  the  article  cited,  I  feel  like  they  (slightly,  and  likely accidentally)  overstated the  meaningfulness of  the  previous research in regards to their proposal.These kinds of correlations have been known for a while. What's lacking is any  evidence  that  they  are  due  to  an  actual  influence  from  the environment. So far, this line of inquiry hasn't found any positive results. Really, it's not surprising that adding big data to the mix would result in some  statistically  significant  correlations,  that's  exactly  big  data's  main issue.  It  can  often  churn  out  statistically  significant  results  that  aren't meaningful.Anyway,  these  papers  are  interesting  avenues  for  further  research,  but don't really establish a mechanism for influence between the environment and the languages spoken in an environment. It'd carry a lot more weight if any of them were backed up by any experimental data, or if there were any attempt  made  to  demonstrate  why  an  environmental  cause  is  more persuasive than more conventional explanations for their distribution.(/r/linguistics)This example illustrates the still  rather informational (but less so than in the /r/AskHistorians example above) style of the subreddit, while also showing its much  more  casual,  person-centered  nature.  The  average  word  length  is  still  relatively high, and there are nominalizations (e.g. "meaningfulness"), attributive adjectives  (e.g.  experimental  data,  interesting  avenues)  and  conjuncts  (e.g. 
namely), and a low number of first person pronouns, all of which are features which  place  the  subreddit  relatively  high  on  dimension  3,  Informational  vs. Involved Style. On the other hand, unlike in the /r/AskHistorians sample, this sample  includes  many  of  the  features  associated  with  the  positive  pole  of dimension 2, Personal vs. Factual Focus. There are many cases of the analytic negation not (e.g. don't, hasn't), private verbs (e.g. feel), contractions (e.g. they're, 
it'd), and predicative adjectives (e.g. It's highly flawed, an environmental cause is  
more persuasive).  Also, the overall noun frequency is lower, which gives more weight  to  verbs.  The  writing  style  in  this  sample  is  much  more  focused  on people  and opinions and is  overall  more  casual,  not  simply recounting  hard 
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facts, like the /r/AskHistorians sample, but it still maintains the informational,  relatively academic style.The  stereotypical  subreddits  in  the  bottom-right  quadrant,  positive  on dimension 2 and negative on dimension 3, are casual, human and personal, with personal impressions, opinions and experiences abound, written in an involved, non-informational style. The stereotypical case is /r/INTP, the only subreddit of the dataset which is strongly focused on human beings.Consider this example from /r/INTP:Normally if he says No, of course I'd take it at face value, but I think a lot of  it  comes down to him having trouble deciding what he feels like doing. Listening for tone of voice and body language is the key difference.I definitely don't think he's lying. I think he's weighing up all the options in his head and isn't sure that he wants to make the effort of going back (if that  makes  sense).  No  is  the  knee-jerk  word  that  comes  out,  but  it's  accompanied  by  an  unsure  tone  of  voice,  hesitation,  and  a  conflicted expression with furrowed eyebrows and darting eyes...  So in that case, I tend to take change.  I  guess I  ignore  that  initial  No,  because that's  not really  what it  means,  and will  say "Ok,  let's  quickly go back".  If  I  get  a firmer No, then I'll accept it. I've found tho that sometimes he just needs that push, or he's happy with someone doing it for him.I hope that makes sense. I can be a little pushy because I like decisions and action  and things  to  get  done,  and  he's  the  complete  opposite,  but  I'm always listening and watching to make sure I don't push the line too much. As long as he's happy, I'm happy. (/r/INTP)Similar to the /r/linguistics sample, but to an even higher degree, this sample is  far towards the positive pole of dimension 2. There are many private and public verbs  (e.g.  say,  think,  hope),  contractions  (e.g.  he's,  let's,  I'll),  adverbs  (e.g. 
normally, really), that deletions (e.g. I don't think he's lying, I guess I ignore), and predicative  adjectives  (e.g.  I  can  be  a  little  pushy,  he's  happy).  The  noun frequency is also even lower than in the /r/linguistics example.In  this  example  we  can also  see  the  features  typical  of  the  negative  pole  of dimension 3, the Informational vs. Involved Style dimension. The only negative feature on dimension 3 is first person pronouns, of which there certainly are 
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many in  the  sample  excerpt  above.  The rest  of  the  highly  negative  score  on dimension 3 comes from the lack of the positive features. The mean word length is much shorter than in the two previous examples, there are no nominalizations and only few attributive adjectives, no conjuncts and few prepositional phrases.  Overall, this sample illustrates the casual, personal, involved style of /r/INTP in general.The  subreddits  in  the  bottom-left  quadrant,  negative  on  both  of  the  two dimensions, are personally involved in style, but still focus on facts. However, in contrast  to subreddits  such as /r/AskHistorians in  the  top-left  quadrant,  the facts of the bottom-left quadrant subreddits tend to be more concrete in nature. For example, while /r/AskHistorians obviously concentrates on historical topics such as historical events, or customs or views of people who lived in historical times, bottom-left quadrant subreddits such as /r/ADSB and /r/RTLSDR, which both  have  to  do  with  (different  aspects  of)  receiving  radio  signals  using computer software,  concentrate on hands-on facts about antennas,  USB radio receiver  dongles  and  computer  software,  and  instructions  on  how  to  make, acquire  and  use  them.  The  people  writing  in  /r/AskHistorians  are  not personally involved in the facts they talk about (especially considering that "no personal  anecdotes"  is  actually  listed  in  the  rules  of  the  subreddit),  but  the people writing in /r/RTLSDR and /r/ADSB are actually recounting their own builds and antenna and software set-ups, making the text highly involved, while still keeping rather strictly to the facts of the issues, and not bringing in their  personal views as much.Consider the following excerpt from /r/ADSB in this light:I'd like to write a program (in python, etc.) that could use this data as it's  received. How can I write a program that will  be able to call  upon and utilize data received via dump1090? ThanksUse netcat to listen to the output from the dump1090 process (decoded message data is output on port 30003).I've written a basic scrip that dumps all the positional messages into a log file, so that I can plot the routes up and make cool maps!
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Here's the command I used:I then put this in a bash script that is set to run on boot.If you just output it to the screen, you'll see that MSG 3 data contains the aircraft's altitude and lat-long coordinates. The MSG 4 data has the aircraft heading and speed.Hope this helps get you started!This is very interesting.... Thanks!What I have been wanting to do is to remove all the position-less aircraft messages and have a feed that just contains MSG 3 and 4 (perhaps even just 3 might work).Using your code as a seed, here is what I have that sort of works;The thought is that if my mapping code does not need to sort through all the position-less aircraft, it should be more efficient.Ironically, I am typing this at 32,000ft above sea level and so have not been able to test it yet. (/r/ADSB)Similar to the /r/INTP sample, this sample is typical of a negative placement on dimension 3,  Informational  vs.  Involved Style:  a  high number of  first  person pronouns,  a  low  mean  word  length,  and  a  low  number  or  total  lack  of nominalizations,  attributive  adjectives,  conjuncts  and  prepositional  phrases. However,  it  is  also  similar  to  the  /r/AskHistorians  sample  in  terms  of  its positioning along dimension 2: it contains a relatively high number of nouns, and  lacks  the  features  of  the  positive  pole  of  dimension  2  seen  in  the /r/linguistics and /r/INTP samples. For example, it has a low number of private and public verbs, contractions, adverbs, and predicative adjectives.To summarize and further illustrate the points made above, subreddits which are  far  on  the  positive  side  of  dimension  3,  such  as  /r/AskHistorians, /r/AskAnthropology,  /r/NeutralPolitics  and  /r/linguistics,  are  all  highly informational in style,  but differ in the degree of human and factual content. /r/AskHistorians  is  the  most  fact-centered,  whereas  /r/linguistics  is considerably  more  personal  in  style,  with  the  commenters  recounting  and 
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applying their  personal  experience and talking about their  own impressions, views and opinions.Conversely, subreddits which are far on the negative side of both dimensions 2 and 3 are much more casual and less informationally dense in style,  but still  concentrate  on  facts  more  than  personal  impressions  or  opinions.  The stereotypical  case  for  this  kind  of  subreddit  seems  to  be  /r/ADSB,  with  its involved style which still relies on hard facts rather than personal views. On the other hand,  subreddits  on the positive pole of  dimension 2,  while  still  being negative on dimension 3, are both involved in style and casual and personal in focus.  These  subreddits  could  probably  be  considered  the  most  casual  and "chatty" of all the subreddits included in the study, in that the style is not at all "academic", and in that they are focused on recounting personal experience and impressions rather than cold, hard facts. /r/INTP is a clear outlier here, possibly due to being the only subreddit included in the study which really focuses on people;  but  the  other  subreddits  in  the  lower-right  quadrant  are  not  too dissimilar  either.  For  example,  in  /r/visualnovels,  the  commenters  often talk about  their  own  views  and  impressions  on  the  games  in  question,  in /r/whatisthisthing,  people  describe  their  own  experience  with  the  thing  in question, and in /r/fantasywriters, they describe their impressions on the other commenters' writing, as well as their opinions on the issues having to do with writing in the fantasy genre, or writing in general.Looking at some of the related but different subreddits more closely can further explain and highlight the differences and help to understand the functions of these dimensions.  For example,  consider the subreddits /r/programming and /r/csharp.  /r/programming  is  clearly  more  on  the  informational  side  of dimension 3 and personal side of the dimension 2, whereas /r/csharp is almost in the middle of dimension 3 and on the factual side of dimension 2.  This is probably  because  /r/programming  is  more  general  in  focus,  and  tends  to discuss  issues  related  to  programming  in  a  more  general,  abstract, informationally dense way (thus being positive on dimension 3), while drawing in comments with personal  views and experiences on the issues in  question 
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(positive on dimension 2). /r/csharp, on the other hand, focuses on a specific programming language,  C#.  The posts are more concrete,  relating to specific things in the programming language, and do not focus so much on issues at an abstract level (less positive on dimension 3), while at the same time focusing on the  actual  facts  of  the  programming language  and  not  so  much on personal experiences and views on them (negative on dimension 2)./r/aviation and /r/flying are  both quite close to the  middle  of  dimension 2, since the discussions in both contain a mix of facts about aviation and airplanes and personal experiences with and opinions on these factual issues. Flying has a slightly  more  personal  focus  probably  due  to  the  pilots  in  the  subreddit discussing their own experiences, as opposed to the general aviation enthusiast,  who by necessity has to be slightly more reliant on hard facts. However, /r/flying is  considerably  farther  towards  the  involved  pole  of  dimension  3  than /r/aviation.  This  is  probably  again  explained  by  the  much  more  personally involved  content  of  /r/flying,  that  is,  discussions  between  actual  pilots,  as opposed  to  the  more  informational  style  of  the  more  factual  discussions  in /r/aviation. Still, /r/aviation is quite involved in its style too./r/RimWorld and /r/dwarffortress are very close to each other along both of these two dimensions.  These two games are quite similar in many ways and share many ideas (the creator of RimWorld lists Dwarf Fortress as one of his sources  of  inspiration),  and  interestingly  also  appear  to  elicit  quite  similar content in their respective subreddits. Both subreddits are more on the factual side of dimension 2, focusing more on the facts and mechanics of the games, but still  not very far from the personal side either,  because the players'  personal experiences and opinions are of course also very relevant to the discussions. The subreddits are also at the involved pole of dimension 3, because the players are obviously very involved in the games they play and so write their posts in an involved  manner  as  well.  All  the  other  game-related  subreddits (/r/EliteDangerous,  /r/KerbalSpaceProgram,  and  /r/CitiesSkylines)  are  also relatively close. 
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One  of  the  clearest  differences  between  topically  related  subreddits  is between /r/AskHistorians and /r/HistoryPorn. /r/AskHistorians is far towards the informational-factual corner of the scatterplot, whereas /r/HistoryPorn is right in the middle.  This  highlights /r/AskHistorians as a  strictly moderated, academically inclined, fact-based subreddit, whereas /r/HistoryPorn contains a much  more  balanced  amount  of  facts,  personal  experience  (in  the  form  of personal anecdotes), impressions and opinions, and informational and involved styles of writing.The subreddit /r/worldbuilding deserves a special note. While the subreddit is far to the factual pole of dimension 2, most of its facts are not actual real facts, but rather "facts" true in the context of the fictional worlds which the redditors  in the subreddit have built. This highlights the fact that dimension 2 does not  really  distinguish  between  "facts"  on  one  end  and  "opinions",  "views"  or "impressions" on the other end, but rather between things which are recounted as being facts, as opposed to things which are recounted as being experiences, views and opinions. Still,  the subreddit is not as informational in style as for  example /r/AskHistorians since the worldbuilders who comment in it are not only much more involved in  the worlds they have built  themselves,  but  also discuss the worldbuilding process and their own experiences with it, and so the subreddit ends up lower, less positive, on dimension 3.
4.6.2 Dimension 1Dimension 1, Present-Abstract vs. Past-Narrative Focus, was the easiest of the extracted factors  to  interpret,  and is  probably the  dimension the  function of which  is  the  easiest  to  understand.  Figure  9 shows  the  positions  of  all  the subreddits along dimension 1, while table  4 gives the exact numerical values. The  stereotypical  subreddits  situated  at  the  positive  pole  of  the  dimension handle topics which either have to do with the present and the future, or which are  abstract  and  therefore  talked  about  in  the  present  tense,  while  the subreddits at the negative pole of the dimension handle topics having to do with the past, or contain a lot of narrative.
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It is not very surprising that out of all the included subreddits,  /r/algorithms  takes  the  top  spot  along dimension 1. The subject matter already gives a good idea about the abstractness of the subreddit.Consider the following excerpt:Depending on how to interpret what you mean by "grouping by preferences," this turns into a iterated  variation  of  the  clique  problem  and subset-sum problem, with some voting problem thrown in. Make every person a node. Connect 2 nodes if they would prefer to be together. The question  becomes,  can  I  identify  a  subset  of cliques  (of  at  least  a  given  size)  that  sum  to group size,  remove them from the graph,  and repeat  until  there  are  no  nodes  left?  If  that clique size can be set at the max group size and never  change,  you have  an optimum solution. Unfortunately,  this  is  already  np  complete  in like 3 different ways,  so there is  definitely no known way to make this non-exponential.Then, if you do need to lower that clique size, the  voting  problem comes  into  play,  in  which you need to consider which preference criteria you are trying to maximize.  Some criteria will necessarily  exclude  others  due  to  Arrow's Impossibility  Theorem.  Some  criteria  will  be more  computationally  complex  to  meet  than others. Generally, though, they can just be met by  dictating  how  to  change  that  given  clique size (must be the same over all iterations yields minimax clique size, maxed at start and lowered only if necessary yields maximin clique size).(/r/algorithms)This  excerpt  is  a  good  example  of  the  kinds  of abstract  discussions  which  are  typical  for /r/algorithms. It contains many of the features of the positive pole of dimension 1. It has a high number of present  tense  verb  forms,  some  possibility  modals (e.g.  can)  and  predictive  modals  (e.g.  will), 
Figure 9: Subreddit positions 
on dimension 1 (Present-
Abstract vs. Past-Narrative 
Focus).
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conditional  adverbial  subordinators  (if), split  auxiliaries  (e.g.  will  necessarily  
exclude),  and second person pronouns (e.g.  you).  The excerpt also has  a low number of the single negative side feature of dimension 1, that is,  past tense verb forms.Perhaps this example also explains the inclusion of second person pronouns in the  dimension:  the  highly  abstract  posts  in  subreddits  like  /r/algorithms, /r/csharp and /r/blender, among others, tend to be somewhat instructional in nature, and therefore the poster or commenter being instructed, or a general recipient, is referred to using second person pronouns. Whether the correlation of  instructional  style  (or  at  least  second  person pronouns)  and  the  Present-Abstract vs. Past-Narrative dimension is only a feature idiosyncratic to the group of subreddits analyzed in the present study or something which is  typical  of  Reddit  registers  overall  remains an open question requiring further study of larger, more varied groups of subreddits. Biber's (1988) dimension Narrative vs. Non-Narrative Concerns, which is probably the best match in terms of function of his dimensions for dimension 1 in the present study, does not include second person pronouns in the factor solution; but the structures of the factors are very different to begin with.The subreddit furthest to the negative pole of dimension 1 is /r/AskHistorians.  This is not surprising either, since the questions and answers in the subreddit revolve around history, and therefore focus on the past rather than the present or any current abstract concepts.The following text is an excerpt from /r/HistoryPorn. This subreddit focuses on history  as  well,  specifically  historical  photographs,  but  is  not  as  strictly moderated  and  as  such  allows  for  more  varied  discussions  which  still  are typically about the past, but can also end up being about the present too, which brings the subreddit slightly more towards the positive pole of the dimension compared  to  /r/AskHistorians.  Still,  the  excerpt  is  from  a  post  which  is  far towards the negative on dimension 1.The question still makes sense... Where did they move all the dead bodies?
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It  somewhat  makes  sense,  here's  a  post  from  last  week  from r/colorizedhistory that should help answer your question. They went out the same way they came in.I  saw this photo in a book I recently read (The Americans on D-Day by Martin K A Morgan).This is the caption for the pic in the book:A view of the Fox Green sector of Omaha Beach overlooking the E-3 beach exit as seen from Widerstandsnest 61 on (probably) June 9.In this photograph, ten LSTs are taking advantage of the low tide to land vehicles directly on the beach, as they would continue doing for several months  to  come.  Among identifiable  ships  present  are  LST-532  (in  the center of the view); LST-262 (the third LST from the right); LST-310 (the second LST from the right); LST-533 (partially visible on the far right); and LST-524.Note  the  abundance  of  barrage  balloons  overhead  and  the  "half-track" convoy forming up on the beach.  LST-262 was one of ten Coast  Guard–manned LSTs that participated in the invasion. (/r/HistoryPorn)This excerpt shows the past focus and narrative style of the subreddit. There is a distinct lack of the features associated with the positive pole of  dimension 1 compared to the /r/algorithms excerpt above, and a high number of past tense forms, the only feature associated with the negative pole of the dimension.We can also consider the relative positions of some of the related but different subreddits along dimension 1.As  expected,  /r/csharp is  much further towards the present-abstract  pole of dimension 1 than /r/programming. While both of these subreddits have more to do with present and abstract matters than the past, /r/csharp contains more discussions  about  specific  abstract  things  about  the  programming  language, whereas  /r/programming  contains  more  discussions  also  having  to  do  with either  the  history  of  programming,  or  even  more  commonly,  programmers discussing their past experiences being employed as programmers or with the programming topics which are being discussed.
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/r/flying is slightly on the positive side of dimension 1, whereas /r/aviation is slightly on the  negative  side  of  the  dimension.  This  can be  explained by the aviation enthusiasts in /r/aviation discussing their past experiences as well as the history of aviation, whereas the pilots in /r/flying are more likely to discuss aviation-related abstract things and things in the present and the future, such as aerodynamics, aviation regulations, their airplanes, and what they are doing./r/RimWorld and /r/dwarffortress do not cluster as closely along dimension 1 as they do along dimensions 2 and 3, but they are still relatively close to each other.  Both  of  them  are  clearly  on  the  positive  side  of  the  dimension,  but  /r/RimWorld is much farther towards the positive pole than /r/dwarffortress. In fact, they are the two ends of a continuum of game-related subreddits, with the  other  three  subreddits  (/r/EliteDangerous,  /r/KerbalSpaceProgram,  and /r/CitiesSkylines) located between them. The likely reason for this  is  that  in /r/RimWorld  the  commenters  tend  to  discuss  the  mechanics  and  technical details of the game more, whereas in /r/dwarffortress the focus may be slightly more on telling stories about happenings which take place in the games. This is  probably  due  to  the  players'  imaginations  being  stimulated  by  the  detailed descriptions of various items and events in the game, which are based on the extremely deep and detailed background simulation of  the game,  and so the players  want  to  tell  the  whole  community  about  all  the  funny,  amazing  and moving things which happen in their world./r/AskHistorians and /r/HistoryPorn are the two subreddits which are furthest towards the negative pole of dimension 1. Naturally, their focus is in the past, but  as  mentioned  before,  /r/HistoryPorn  is  not  as  strictly  moderated  as /r/AskHistorians, and so its discussions tend to be more varied and so end up discussing matters in the present too./r/worldbuilding  deserves  a  special  mention  in  regard  to  its  positioning  on dimension 1 as well. It is slightly on the negative side of the dimension because its contents are twofold. On one hand, many posts in the subreddit have to do with the worldbuilding process, for example how to create realistic continents or societies, and these kinds of abstract, instructional matters are talked about 
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in the present tense. On the other hand, many posts have to do with the fictional worlds  and  societies  the  commenters  have  created,  and  these  can  focus  on either the past, as in the history of the world, or the present, that is, what is  going on right  now,  and how all  the  things  and peoples  in  the  world  are  in general.In order to see how dimension 1 patterns together with dimensions 2 and 3,  figures 10 and 11 plot the subreddits along dimensions 1 and 2 (fig.  10) and 1 and 3 (fig. 11), respectively.
An  interesting  pattern  emerges  in  figure  10.  The  subreddits  towards  the negative pole of dimension 2, that is, the subreddits with a higher factual instead of personal focus,  appear to be more spread out along dimension 1 than the 
Figure 10: Subreddit positions on dimensions 2 and 1
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subreddits towards the personal pole of dimension 2.  In other words, factual subreddits are more often heavily weighted towards either the present-abstract or  the past-narrative  extremes of  dimension 1,  whereas  the more personally inclined subreddits are more balanced in the temporal focus of their content. This is probably because a subreddit with a factual topic can be very specific in its scope, such as history in /r/AskHistorians or algorithms in /r/algorithms, and therefore the register can naturally be more limited to a certain temporal focus, abstract or past. The less factual, more personal subreddits towards the positive pole of dimension 2 tend to have a greater mix of past,  present and  abstract, and so end up closer to the middle of the dimension.
Figure 11: Subreddit positions on dimensions 3 and 1
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A similar pattern can be found in figure 11. The subreddits towards the involved pole of dimension 3 tend to again be more neutral about their temporal focus than the subreddits which are more informational in style. It appears that these two patterns are different sides of the same phenomenon.
5. Discussion
The dimensions of register variation extracted in the present study are for the most part vastly different from Biber's (1988) dimensions. Dimensions 2 and 3 of the present study, Personal vs. Factual Focus and Informational vs. Involved Style, are practically splitting Biber's first dimension, Involved vs. Informational Production,  in  two.  Almost  all  of  the  features  associated  with  these  two dimensions are also found on Biber's first dimension; only five of the features, two  from  dimension  3  (nominalizations  and  conjuncts)  and  three  from dimension 2  (public  verbs,  adverbs  and "that"  verb complements)  belong to other dimensions in Biber's factorial solution, and one feature on dimension 2 (predicative adjectives) is not found on any of Biber's dimensions. The features which are common for dimensions 2 and 3 of the present study and Biber's first dimension also pattern in an interesting way. The features associated with the positive pole of dimension 2, Personal vs. Factual Focus, are found at the positive pole of Biber's first factor, and the single feature associated with the negative pole of dimension 2 lies at the negative pole of Biber's first factor; conversely,  the features associated with the positive pole of dimension 3, Informational vs. Involved Style, are found at the negative pole of Biber's first factor, with the only negatively loaded feature on dimension 3 being at the positive pole of Biber's first factor. In other words, in a way, these two dimensions appear to separate the functions of the two poles of Biber's first dimension.Dimension  1,  Present-Abstract  vs.  Past-Narrative  Focus,  is  the  most  clearly defined  of  the  dimensions  extracted  in  the  present  study;  it  differentiates between a past  focus and a non-past  focus.  While Biber's  second dimension, 
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Narrative  vs.  Non-Narrative  Concerns,  appears  to  be  similar  in  function,  the features associated with Biber's dimension and dimension 2 are vastly different. Indeed, the only feature the two dimensions have in common is past tense verbs; the other features associated with dimension 2 can be found on Biber's first and fourth dimensions.These  differences  in  the  factorial  structures  between  the  present  study  and Biber's  1988 study are probably due to several  differences  between the  two studies affecting the results at the same time.First  of  all,  unlike  Biber  (1988),  who  considers  the  whole  spectrum  of  the English language using texts from 23 different genres, the present study only looks at a small slice of the language: the kind of language which is used in social media, and even more specifically, on Reddit. Therefore there may be ways in which all the data used in the present study is more or less similar with each other, while still being different from other, external genres. If that is the case, what  we really  would be looking at  with the  results  of  the  present  study is  dimensions of register variation specific to Reddit. This would also explain the relatively  low  factor  loadings  across  the  board,  at  least  compared  to  Biber (1988):  instead  of  large-scale  register  variations  between  vastly  different genres,  we  would  be  looking  at  small-scale  tendencies  and  microvariations between subregisters within a superregister.Secondly, the texts Biber (1988) looks at are probably much more uniform in style, and therefore the differences in averaged normalized frequencies may be clearer. By contrast, in the present study, one post can contain vastly different types  of  comments,  which  will  blur  the  register  differences  when  the frequencies of the linguistic features are normalized per post, and this will show in the factor solution as well. Actually, it appears that the function of a comment (e.g. a joke, informational content, factual statements, personal experience) may be a much more important factor in the writer's selection of register than the larger context of what is going on in the comment section (or subreddit) as a whole. Changing the focus from the post and subreddit level of the present study to an even more fine-grained level, that is, looking at variation between single 
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comments, would probably yield many more dimensions of register variation. However, since most comments are relatively short, studying register variation between single  comments  using the multi-dimensional  method will  probably require developing new methods for comparing the occurrence frequencies of the linguistic features, since the typical method also used in the present study of normalizing feature occurrences per 1,000 words breaks down with very short texts. In the present study, any post with less than 400 words was excluded from the dataset for this exact reason. The feature "type/token residuals", the attempt to get around the problem that word count has a strong confounding effect on type/token ratio, ended up not loading strongly enough on any of the extracted factors to be considered a part  of them. It has its strongest loading, -0.29, on dimension 1 (see Appendix 2). While this loading was not enough to include the feature on the dimension (the selected cutoff point being .35), the loading is still relatively high, and therefore using  the  residuals  can  be  considered  a  moderate  success.  However,  trying different  methods  is  necessary  to  find  the  best  method  for  comparing type/token ratios  between texts  of  different  lengths.  One possible  avenue to pursue for attempting to limit  the difficulties with word count differences in relative  feature  frequencies,  and  attempting  to  avoid  the  problems  with type/token ratio, might be using ideas from permutation testing (see e.g. Sai ly & Suomela  2009  for  an  example  of  permutation  testing  used  to  help  answer linguistic questions).Still, the results of the present study demonstrate that regardless of the likely blurring and smoothing out of variation, there still are subreddit-level register tendencies,  probably determined by the subreddit's  subject  matter and focus and other external criteria such as the strictness of moderation. For example,  /r/AskHistorians is known for its strict moderation and academic focus, and as such,  the subreddit scores high on the dimensions of informational style and factual focus.Similar issues arise when trying to compare the dimensions of the present study with  the  dimensions  of  register  variation  between  web  genres  extracted  by 
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Biber and Egbert (forthcoming). Similarly to Biber (1988), who looked at a wide range  of  traditional  genres,  Biber  and  Egbert  also  look  at  a  wide  range  of different web genres, as opposed to the very narrow scope of the present study. But  more  importantly,  Biber  and  Egbert  (forthcoming)  analyze  about  150 different  lexico-grammatical  features,  as  opposed to the 67 features in  Biber (1988) and the 62 features of those which are considered in the present study, which  confounds  all  attempted  comparisons.  The  disparity  in  the  included features makes drawing direct comparisons to Biber and Egbert (forthcoming) extremely  difficult.  Indeed,  it  may  be  practically  impossible  to  compare  the dimensions feature-by-feature when most of the c. 150 features included in the dimensions  extracted  by  Biber  and  Egbert  are  not  considered  at  all  in  the present study. Including all the features analyzed by Biber and Egbert in a study of Reddit  registers would not only make it  easier to draw comparisons with more recent multi-dimensional studies on register variation, but also make it possible to create an even more complete view of the dimensions of register variation  present  on  Reddit,  and  therefore  must  be  considered  for  future studies.While drawing direct comparisons between the dimensions found in the present study  and  the  dimensions  found  by  Biber  (1988)  in  a  variety  of  traditional genres and especially by Biber and Egbert (forthcoming) in a variety of  web genres is difficult, it is still possible to compare the dimensions of the present study with the  universals of register variation proposed by Biber (2014) based on a comprehensive reading of a large number of multi-dimensional studies. The proposed  universals  are  generalized  functions  of  register  dimensions  which have  emerged  in  almost  all  multi-dimensional  studies  regardless  of  the differences in the discourse domain or the language being studied or the set of linguistic  features  analyzed  (Biber  2014).  The  three  universal  dimensions proposed by Biber are the following:
• An oral/literate dimension
• A narrative dimension
• A specialized dimension
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According to Biber (2014), the oral pole of the oral/literate universal dimension typically  consists  of,  for  example,  verbs,  grammatical  characteristics  of  verb phrases  such  as  present  tense,  and  modifiers  of  verbs  and  clauses  such  as adverbs,  as  well  as  various  classes  of  pronouns  and  colloquial  features.  The literate  pole,  in  contrast,  consists  of  things  like  nouns,  nominalizations, attributive  adjectives  and  prepositional  phrases.  Functionally  the  dimension typically  distinguishes  between  a  personal  or  involved  focus  versus  an informational focus. Biber's (1988) first dimension, Involved vs. Informational Production,  maps  quite  cleanly  onto  this  universal  dimension.  In  Biber  and Egbert (forthcoming), the corresponding dimension is Oral-Involved vs. Literate Informational. In the present study, the linguistic features associated with both dimensions 2 and 3, Personal vs. Factual Focus and Involved vs. Informational Style, appear to match the description of this universal.The  features  typically  associated  with  the  narrative  universal  dimension are things  like  past  tense  verbs,  third person pronouns,  human nouns,  temporal adverbs and nouns,  and communication verbs (Biber 2014).  (Note again that many  of  these  features  are  not  a  part  of  Biber's  67  original  features  and therefore are not considered in the present study.) Functionally the dimension "distinguishes  descriptions  of  past-time  events  from  other  registers"  (Biber 2014). Biber's (1988) second dimension, Narrative vs. Non-Narrative Concerns, corresponds  to  this  universal  dimension.  In  terms  of  the  present  study,  dimension 1, Present-Abstract vs. Past-Narrative Focus, is clearly equivalent in function.The specialized universal dimension refers to the fact that, according to Biber (2014), every multi-dimensional study has "uncovered dimensions of variation that are peculiar to a particular language or discourse domain".  In this  light, perhaps dimension 2 of the present study, Personal vs. Factual Focus, could be considered to be such a dimension: a register dimension on Reddit, or perhaps also widely used in social media, distinguishing between registers dealing with personal issues and ones dealing with factual issues.
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It has to be borne in mind that the selection of subreddits definitely affects the  extracted  factors,  at  least  to  some  extent.  While  my  familiarity  with  the subreddits included in the study did help with the interpretation of the factors, a majority  of  the  included  subreddits  are  rather  technical  in  nature.  A  larger sample of subreddits with more varied topics would probably cause interesting changes in the factor solution, and reveal dimensions of register variation on Reddit left undiscovered by the present study. The case of /r/INTP being a clear outlier on dimension 2, Personal vs Factual Focus, highlights this issue: there clearly is at least one group of subreddits left  mostly unaccounted for in the present study: subreddits with a highly human focus. I do not doubt that there are still many further unaccounted-for groups of subreddits on Reddit; if these groups were to be included, yet other dimensions of register variation would probably emerge. Additionally, since topical issues affect the language used in a subreddit, getting data from a much longer period of time would be necessary to make sure that the positions of the subreddits along the found dimensions are stable, and not simply due to something temporary going on in the subreddit at the time of data collection. For example, in the present study, the positioning of /r/spacex may (or may not) be affected by the fact that SpaceX's CRS-7 rocket launch failure coincided with the data collection period, and inspired many long discussions in the subreddit.  A dataset collected over a longer period of time would  also  make  it  possible  to  find  out  how  the  different  subreddits  slide around on the dimensions diachronically.
6. Conclusion
In the present study, I explored register differences between a small group of subreddits  using  the  multi-dimensional  method.  Based  on  the  analysis conducted  and  the  results  of  the  study,  it  is  clear  that  there  are  register differences  between  subreddits.  The  multi-dimensional  method  is  a  fruitful approach  for  studying  register  variation  within  Reddit,  and  possibly  by extension within other social media platforms.
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The  three  extracted  dimensions  each  indicate  an  underlying  functional dimension  of  register  variation  in  the  typical  language  use  between  the subreddits included. Dimension 1, "Present-Abstract vs. Past-Narrative Focus", indicates  the  temporal  focus  of  the  subreddit  or  the  post,  from present  and abstract  to  the  past.  Dimension  2,  tentatively  labeled  "Personal  vs.  Factual Focus",  appears  to  distinguish  between personal  views  and  facts,  at  least  in focus and style. Dimension 3, "Informational vs. Involved Style", separates the informationally dense, distanced academic style from the involved, more casual style of writing.Dimensions 2 and 3 are particularly interesting because they appear to bifurcate Biber's  (1988)  first  dimension,  Involved  vs.  Informational  Production,  in  a meaningful way. However, the present study is exploratory in nature, and hence the results are to be considered tentative. The bifurcation may simply be due to some artifact of the corpus composition. The actual existence of this dimension bifurcation,  as well  as the specific functions of the two dimensions and their  relationship with Biber's first dimension, require further study.A  more  comprehensive  study with  many  more  subreddits  and  posts  from  a longer time period would be necessary to corroborate the results of the present study and to get more conclusive results about the nature of register variation on Reddit as a whole. The results also stir up many further questions which are possible  topics  for  future  studies.  For  example,  while  meaningful  register differences can be found at the level of analysis employed in the present study, i.e. between different subreddits, it appears that the three extracted dimensions are functionally rather general,  and that  most of the register variation might actually  be  happening  at  lower  levels,  between  single  comments,  and  gets blurred  out  when  the  occurrence  counts  of  the  linguistic  features  are normalized per post. A more fine-grained study of single comments, or perhaps comment chains, and not simply whole posts lumped in as one text as in the present study, would yield better results of the more minute details of Reddit register  variation.  However,  this  may necessitate  improving current  methods and developing new ones. The inclusion of more linguistic features, in particular 
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those analyzed by Biber and Egbert (forthcoming), would also help to uncover different  types  of  register  variation.  With  stronger  results  from  more comprehensive  studies,  a  typology  of  Reddit  posts  or  subreddits  (or  even comments, pending future comment-level analysis) could be created based on the extracted dimensions of register variation.Finally, the methods and questions presented here could also be applied to other social  media  platforms  for  comparing  the  differences  in  internal  register variation  between  different  platforms,  or  at  an  even higher  level  to  register variation between different social  media platforms.  For example,  it  would be interesting  to  see  how  the  different  social  and  production  circumstances between, say,  Twitter (limited space),  Facebook (non-anonymous) and Reddit (semi-anonymous)  and  maybe  even something like  4chan (fully  anonymous) affect the kinds of registers used within these social media platforms.
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Appendix 1: Subreddit list and descriptions
(The subreddits marked with an asterisk are default subreddits)
● /r/ADSB
○ ADS-B  signals  and  their  reception.  ADS-B  is  a  technology  used  by  an 
increasing number of aircraft to broadcast state information such as their 
position and speed.
○ "New to ADS-B, what do I need to know?"
○ "8 element collinear and coverage map"
● /r/algorithms
○ Discussing algorithms
○ "What algorithm will maximize utility when assigning of  students to 
practicum locations?"
○ "Graph theory and matrix expo"
● /r/AskAnthropology
○ Asking questions about anthropology
○ "How did ancient humans achieve decent REM sleep while constantly 
having to be on the watch for predators?"
○ "What are the origins of ancient notions of ritual impurity, common to 
many religions?"
● /r/AskHistorians
○ Asking  questions  about  history.  /r/AskHistorians  has  notoriously  strict 
moderation standards, since all information needs to be sourced, and no 
unfounded  speculation  or  personal  anecdotes  are  allowed.  Therefore 
usually  only  academics  interested  in  the  field  in  question  and  heavily 
invested hobbyists can provide decent enough replies; other replies will be 
quickly removed.  Of  course,  discussion and  asking  further questions  is 
allowed, but no unsourced claims should be made.
○ "Is there any evidence that propaganda leaflets dropped on an enemy 
has ever had a significant effect?"
○ "Who was the Muqawqis of Egypt in 628-632 and would he have Know 
the prophet Muhammad?"
● /r/aviation
○ Everything  to  do  with  aviation,  aircraft,  etc.  Geared  more  towards  the 
average aviation enthusiast than /r/flying.
○ "An RAF 777 sat on the ramp at NCL yesterday"
○ "New petition to attempt to get one of the Concordes flying again."
● /r/blender
○ Blender, a free, open source 3D modeling and animation software.
○ "My first thing made in blender! The handle is a little off but I'll get 
better."
○ "Blender 2.75 has been released, lots of cool new features and fixes!"
● /r/CitiesSkylines
○ Cities: Skylines, a city building game.
○ "How to deal with "low land value" complaints."
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○ "My city's  Country Club Resort with 18  holes of  golf,  driving  range, 
tennis and swimming centers, 5 star hotel and restaurant, golf  shop, 
botanical garden and more. Beach lots for sale!"
● /r/csharp
○ The C# programming language.
○ "I want to learn something new about C# - Any ideas?"
○ "Consuming a test API with SSL"
● */r/dataisbeautiful
○ Beautiful and interesting data visualizations
○ "Visualization of  every Presidential  State of  the Union Address since 
1901 [OC]"
○ "The relative size of the world’s economies"
● /r/dwarffortress
○ Dwarf  Fortress,  a free fortress building/adventuring game known for its 
ruthlessness (which has given it the unofficial motto "losing is fun"), steep 
learning curve, rich procedurally generated worlds and simulation depth.
○ "The Black Devil of Patterncastles"
○ "Welp, I lost my first fortress. How did you lose yours"
● */r/EarthPorn
○ Beautiful pictures of natural environments.
○ "Sand dune close-up in the Ica desert, Peru. [OC][1200x801]"
○ "Above  the  tree  line  in  Rocky  Mountian  National  Park  [5479x3361] 
[OC]"
● /r/EliteDangerous
○ Elite:Dangerous, a space combat, trading, and exploring multiplayer online 
game. The playerbase has a big divide. Many think that the game is not 
living up to its potential and has many issues which need fixing, and that 
the developers of  the game (Frontier) are not doing their best to fix the 
issues and improve the content, leading the game to be described as "a mile 
wide and an inch deep". Then again, others believe that while there are 
issues, they will be fixed and more content will come eventually. Yet others 
are having fun playing the game and are tired of  the complaints by the 
other groups. Since an update which was released around the time of the 
data collection period highlighted many of these issues, discussions related 
to them form a considerable part of the posting and commenting activity 
on the subreddit as well.
○ "Frontier, please read, your game is in "Turmoil""
○ "Trying to come up with a good Python combat build"
● /r/etymology
○ Etymology
○ "island, insula, isolated, insulated -- any connection?"
○ "How did 'but' evolve from Old English?"
● /r/fantasywriters
○ Discussing writing in the fantasy genre.
○ "Orcs; are they anything else but cannon fodder?"
○ "Any tips on starting a fantasy novel?"
● /r/flying
○ Discussing topics having to do with flying aircraft, mostly airplanes, aimed 
for pilots, air traffic controllers, and enthusiasts interested in the piloting 
aspect of aviation.
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○ "Flair change! Passed the PPL practical! Write-up inside."
○ "High oil temp / low oil pressure, my first 'oh shit' moment. Looking for 
insight."
● /r/HistoryPorn
○ Interesting historical photos.
○ "Leon Trotsky addresses soldiers of  the Red Army. Russian Civil War, 
1918 [700x491]"
○ "Samurai of the Satsuma clan on the Imperial side during the Boshin 
War (1868) [999x786]"
● /r/InfrastructurePorn
○ Interesting  and  beautiful  photos  of  infrastructure,  such  as  railroads, 
bridges, interchanges, etc.
○ "The Grande Ravine Bridge [1179 x 783]"
○ "Dubai Airport, 1965 vs 2013 [1436x968]"
● /r/INTP
○ Discussions about and by the INTP personality type, one of the 16 types of 
the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI) personality classification system.
○ "My best friend is an INTP. Can any of you relate?"
○ "identity crises, existential WTF-ing, help me out please"
● /r/KenM
○ Discussion about the works of Ken M, an internet troll. Ken M comments 
on various discussion boards, his usual character being an old man with 
strange  world  views;  the  humor  comes  from  the  reactions  the  other 
commenters have to his inane statements.
○ "Just Saw This Gem On Ken M's New Facebook Page"
○ "Ken M on Spaghetti"
● /r/KerbalSpaceProgram
○ Kerbal Space Program, a game about building rockets and spacecraft, with 
realistic orbital physics modeling.
○ "Kerbal Math Program - I made some charts that will help you decide 
which engines to use in space!"
○ "Just built this Mega-Station. Enjoy!"
● /r/language
○ Language in general. /r/language is the least active of the language-related 
subreddits included in this study, since most of the topics related to it have 
their  own,  specialized  subreddits,  such  as  /r/etymology,  /r/linguistics, 
/r/translator, /r/LanguageLearning, etc.
○ "Help identifying this, more info in comments"
○ "Confused about which (Indian) language to try to learn."
● /r/linguistics
○ Language and linguistics.
○ "What are the ways, if  any, in which the growth and development of  
languages is analogical to biological evolution?"
○ "The Fcking United States of  America--Preferred Curse Words Across 
the Nation"
● /r/MapPorn
○ Beautiful or interesting maps.
○ "Mercator projection with a different centerpoint [880x440]"
○ "The  storm  track  of  every  tropical  cyclone  from  1985  to  2005 
[8000x4000]"
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● /r/NeutralPolitics
○ Discussing political issues in an objective, neutral, nonpartisan manner.
○ "What  one  change  to  the  US  political  system  would  you  make  to 
improve the nation?"
○ "Can anyone give a  me a good  list  of  the pros  and  cons  of  raising 
minimum wage?"
● /r/nononono
○ Described in the sidebar as "a subreddit for videos and gifs of impending 
doom",  /r/nononono is  for short videos and gifs  where something goes 
wrong. The rules state that the post title should give a general description of 
what  happens  in  the  video,  so  that  the  viewer  can  only  wait  in  tense 
expectation  of  something  happening,  already  having  an  idea  what  will 
happen.
○ "Man attempts to cut bar under tension. Bar breaks."
○ "Guy tries to unload crates"
● /r/outside
○ Discussing real life as if  everyone were just playing a multiplayer online 
role-playing game called "Outside".
○ "How do I join the ISIS guild???"
○ "Is the "translator" specialization worth it?"
● /r/programming
○ Computer programming
○ "UDP for games"
○ "How to Squash Pull Requests for Better Git Histories"
● /r/RimWorld
○ RimWorld, a sci-fi colony simulation game.
○ "Are the raids sent against you calculated by time playing on colony or 
colony wealth?"
○ "What's your favorite biome to play in?"
● /r/RoadPorn
○ Beautiful pictures of roads.
○ "Ascent towards Death Valley [OC] [4896x3672]"
○ "Plateau's Edge, Southern Utah [OC] [1600x1200]"
● /r/RTLSDR
○ RTL-SDR,  that  is,  radio  tuner  USB  dongles,  and  everything  related  to 
receiving radio waves using them.
○ "Telescopic whip antennas for indoor reception with RTLSDR: what do 
you think?"
○ "Help me identify this signal"
● /r/Simulated
○ Physics simulations made using software such as Blender (see above), and 
discussing simulation, software, and techniques.
○ "I  am writing  my own fluid  simulation  program and  rendering  the 
results in Blender. Here is an early test video."
○ "NVIDIA's hair simulation"
● */r/space
○ Space, space exploration, spaceflight, etc.
○ "What's the point of  colonizing Mars one day if  there's no magnetic 
field shielding the population from solar particles?"
○ "Newest Pluto picture!  "The last,  best look that anyone will  have of 
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Pluto’s far side for decades to come.""
● /r/spacex
○ Discussing  topics  having  to  do  with  SpaceX,  a  company  providing 
commercial  rocket launches to Earth orbit.  Many are interested  in  and 
excited by SpaceX because the company is trying to develop a reusable, 
propulsively landing first stage for their rockets. Usually rocket stages are 
discarded, so being able to reuse them would potentially cut launch costs 
dramatically and so facilitate space travel. The data collection period for the 
present study coincides with the launch of the CRS-7 mission, which ended 
with the disintegration of  the rocket shortly before first stage separation, 
and therefore discussions related to this incident are widespread on the 
subreddit during the data collection period.
○ "Elon Musk on Twitter: "There was an overpressure event in the upper 
stage liquid oxygen tank. Data suggests counterintuitive cause.""
○ "Does reusable = less or more reliable?"
● /r/ThingsCutInHalfPorn
○ Interesting cross-sections and cutaways.
○ "[OS]President Obama's Cadillac Limo, AKA "The Beast" [964 x 666]"
○ "Russian PB silent pistol with both detachable and integral suppressors 
[1500x863]"
● /r/whatisthisthing
○ A subreddit for posting photos in order to find out what something is.
○ "What is the flip phone behind the iPhone in this photo?"
○ "What is this thing on their car/exhaust?"
● /r/visualnovels
○ Discussing  topics  related  to  visual  novels.  Visual  novels  are  originally 
Japanese stories, played (or "read") on a computer, typically from the main 
character's first person point of view, with illustrations, sounds and voice 
acting forming an important part of the experience; usually they also have 
choice points which lead to splitting storylines.
○ "Sekai Project announced they're localizing G-senjou no Maou"
○ "VN's that did not do your favorite character justice"
● /r/worldbuilding
○ Discussing worldbuilding for novels, short stories, role-playing games, etc.
○ "Semi Realistic Map Tutorial"
○ "What was the original idea behind your world, and how has it evolved 
to become not even close to your original intent?"
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Appendix 2: Full factor solution
FEATURE
agentless.passives
amplifiers
analytic.negation.not
attributive.adjectives
be.as.main.verb
by.passives
causative.adverbial.subordinators.because
concessive.adverbial.subordinators.although.though
conditional.adverbial.subordinators.if.unless
conjuncts
contractions
demonstrative.pronouns
demonstratives
direct.wh.questions
discourse.particles
downtoners
emphatics
existential.there
first.person.pronouns
hedges
indefinite.pronouns
independent.clause.coordination
infinitives
mean.word.length
necessity.modals
nominalizations
other.adverbial.subordinators
past.participial.WHIZ.deletion.relatives
past.tense
perfect.aspect
phrasal.coordination
pied.piping.relative.clauses
place.adverbials
possibility.modals
F2
0.09
0.14
0.62
-0.05
0.37
0.02
0.32
0.08
0.08
0.08
0.53
0.26
0.15
0.03
0.09
0.03
0.27
0.18
0.21
0.11
0.33
0.14
-0.03
-0.12
0.06
-0.03
-0.01
-0.11
0.07
0.14
-0.17
-0.01
-0.13
-0.01
F3
0.25
0.16
0.01
0.53
0.15
0.17
0.10
-0.03
-0.10
0.44
-0.33
-0.04
0.03
0.01
-0.18
0.02
-0.14
0.23
-0.40
-0.08
-0.13
-0.04
-0.19
0.85
-0.01
0.62
-0.09
0.24
-0.23
-0.16
0.27
0.21
-0.07
0.02
F1
-0.14
0.03
0.17
0.03
-0.21
-0.07
0.04
-0.06
0.46
0.20
0.16
0.13
-0.01
-0.01
-0.03
0.06
0.10
0.05
-0.13
0.06
0.11
-0.03
0.27
0.01
0.24
0.20
-0.03
-0.07
-0.81
-0.29
-0.11
-0.01
-0.12
0.50
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predicative.adjectives
predictive.modals
present.tense
private.verbs
pro.verb.do
pronoun.it
public.verbs
second.person.pronouns
seem.appear
split.auxiliaries
split.infinitives
stranded.prepositions
suasive.verbs
subordinator.that.deletion
synthetic.negation
that.adjective.complements
that.relative.clause.objects
that.relative.clause.subjects
that.verb.complements
third.person.pronouns
time.adverbials
total.adverbs
total.other.nouns
total.prepositional.phrases
type.token.residuals
wh.clauses
wh.relative.clause.objects
wh.relative.clause.subjects
0.36
-0.02
0.30
0.57
0.11
0.29
0.36
-0.03
0.15
0.05
0.03
0.04
0.12
0.50
0.13
0.18
0.04
0.04
0.35
0.16
-0.05
0.52
-0.51
-0.32
-0.15
0.22
0.02
0.14
0.09
0.00
-0.02
-0.14
-0.27
-0.31
0.16
-0.31
0.05
0.05
-0.01
-0.22
0.02
-0.09
-0.04
0.13
0.14
0.25
0.26
0.04
-0.31
-0.10
0.07
0.36
-0.08
-0.12
0.06
0.23
-0.10
0.44
0.75
-0.05
0.09
0.14
-0.01
0.42
-0.02
0.43
0.11
0.00
0.03
-0.02
0.01
0.00
0.00
0.19
-0.06
-0.31
-0.25
0.12
-0.21
-0.22
-0.29
0.04
-0.05
-0.06
